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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT COMMITTEE

WEDNESDAY 11 DECEMBER 2002

Members present:

Mr John Horam, in the Chair

Gregory Barker Ian Lucas
Mr David Chaytor Mr Simon Thomas
Sue Doughty Joan Walley
Mr Mark Francois David Wright

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from John Healey MP, Economic Secretary, HM Treasury

Thank you for the invitation to appear before you and your Committee on 11 December to discuss some
of the key developments this year in the Government’s environment and sustainable development policies.

In advance of this meeting I am very pleased to write to you, setting out some of the key issues of the past
year and providing the Committee with some further information in advance. I hope that this will facilitate
your preparation.

The last year has seen a considerable amount of activity on environment and sustainable development
issues, and the Treasury has been closely involved in much of it. In July the Chancellor announced the
conclusions of Spending Review 2002, which included some important decisions for the Government’s
sustainable development objectives. As you know, for the first time in SR2002 departments were provided
with specific guidance on sustainable development issues and I am very pleased to enclose a memorandum
setting out in more detail how this aspect of the Spending Review functioned.

There has also been considerable progress in our programme of environmental taxation. Firstly, there is
theGovernment’s new environmental tax strategy Tax and the Environment: using economic instruments. This
was published alongside the PBRand sets out a principled approach for Government intervention to improve
the environment, as part of our wider sustainable development strategy. It builds on the Government’s
Statement of Intent on environmental taxation from 1997, in which we set out our intention of using the tax
system to deliver environmental objectives.

The tax strategy shows how market failures can lead to ineYcient use of resources, and how Government
intervention can correct these failures and so improve economic eYciency and deliver greater resource
productivity. It sets out the need for robust economic analysis on the costs and benefits of intervention,
recognising the long-term nature of many environmental issues. It also shows how tax and other economic
instruments can have an important role to play in internalising environmental costs.

The principles set out in the strategy will form a basis which we should use in future in determining the
case for using economic instruments to tackle environmental issues. I am particularly keen that proposals for
economic instruments should be based on a well-justified economic analysis of the potential benefits.

Secondly, I am also pleased to be able to report progress in a number of policy areas, demonstrating the
approach to policy making in the area of environmental taxation, which we advocate in our new
environmental tax strategy.

The PBR makes the following key announcements:

— in line with the Budget 2002 announcement, the landfill tax escalator will increase to £3 per tonne
from 2005–06, and rates will increase by at least £3 per tonne each year thereafter to reach £35 in
the medium to long-term. The Government will consult on the detail of the increase and will keep
the £3 escalator under review;

— the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme will be reformed from 2003–04, providing further resources for
municipal waste management. Around one-third of the resources will be made available to local
community environmental projects through a reformed tax credit scheme. Maintaining the current
level of support for these types of projects. The remaining two-thirds of the resourceswill be directed
to a wastemanagement public spending programme.Details of the public spending programmewill
be announced in the coming months;

— the Government is commissioning a study into the health and environmental eVects of all waste
management options;
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— building on tax announcements in Budget 2002 there is further work going on in the areas of
household energy eYciency and economic instruments for agriculture;

— the Government intends to introduce a 20 pence per litre duty cut for bioethanol in order to eVect
its additional production costs and allow the UK to benefit from the reduction in greenhouse gases
and local polluting eVects that this fuel can oVer; and

— the Government has announced that, following this year’s wide-ranging consultation on the future
development of air transport, the Government will discuss with stakeholders the most eVective
economic instruments for ensuring that the industry is encouraged to take account of, and where
appropriate reduce, its contribution to global warming, local air and noise pollution. The
Government will set out its plans in its Air Transport White Paper next year.

Memorandum from HM Treasury

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN SR 2002

Introduction

1. The Government defines sustainable development as “achieving a better quality of life for all, now and
for generations to come”1. At its heart is a simple concept: we must deliver social, economic and
environmental progress if we are to live sustainably.

2. Sustainable development is not the responsibility of governments alone—business, the voluntary sector
and individuals all have a part to play in meeting the challenges. But the Government recognises that it has
an important leadership role to play.

3. It can exercise this leadership role by ensuring that other actors are aware of the key challenges to
sustainable development that we face, both at home and internationally. The Government performs this task
by its regular reporting on sustainability issues and by taking a leading role in international negotiations, such
as the Kyoto Protocol on climate change and the Word Summit on Sustainable Development.

4. But it also exercises this role by seeking to ensure that it acts responsibly itself and gives appropriate
consideration to sustainable development issues when taking important decisions. Decisions on public
spending in the context of a Spending Review are amongst the most important that the Government takes,
and in SR2002 the importance of sustainable development was reinforced.

Previous Spending Reviews

5. Delivering social, economic and environmental progress in the UK and internationally was at the heart
of both the Comprehensive SpendingReview and SpendingReview 2000. TheGovernment set in place public
spending plans to deliver improvements in the nation’s transport system, to achieve community regeneration,
to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, to strengthen our education system, and to tackle the blight of
international poverty.

6. These spending plans were one element of a comprehensive strategy for sustainable development, set
out by the Government in 1999 in “A better quality of life: A strategy for sustainable development for the
UK”. This strategy included a set of headline indicators, designed to provide a clear assessment of the overall
progress we are making towards sustainable development.

7. As the table in Annex C (attached) shows, as part of a package of policy instruments, including
legislation and economic instruments, and building on the work ofmany agencies outside government, public
expenditure has helped to deliver progress in many areas.

8. The Environmental Audit Committee has taken a welcome interest in the Spending Review process,
producing important reports in this area.2 The Government welcomes the Committee’s continued interest in
this area and the thoughtful recommendations for improvements that it has made in previous reports.

1 UK Sustainable Development strategy “A better quality of life!”—1999
2 The Comprehensive spending Review and Public Service Agreements (February 1999); Comprehensive Spending Review:
Government Responses and Follow-up (February 2000)
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Sustainable Development: A Key Principle of SR2002

9. Following the Comprehensive Spending Review, the Committee made a number of recommendations
for changes to the spending review process. The Government considered these recommendations, and the
views of other stakeholders with an important interest in sustainable development, carefully as it developed
its plans for spending Review 2002 (SR2002).

10. From the outset, the Governmentmade clear that sustainable development would be one of the central
themes of the Review. In announcing its terms of reference to the House of Commons on 25 June 2001, the
Chief Secretary to the Treasury stated that “improving the quality of life in both urban and rural areas”3

would be one of its priorities. In addition, the Chief Secretary noted that one of the cross-cutting reviews in
SR2002 would look in detail at local quality of life and improving public space.

11. By making the quality of life agenda a clear priority for the Review, the Government emphasised its
commitment to using public expenditure to deliver sustainable development.

SR2002—A Process for Delivering Sustainable Development

12. In order to ensure that the sustainable development agenda featured appropriately in the Review, the
Government developed a common process for all departments, building on the Environmental Audit
Committee’s recommendation that such a framework be put in place.

13. For the first time in this Review, the Government produced specific, detailed guidance on how
sustainable development should be considered. The Committee received a copy of this Guidance in
November 2001.

14. The Guidance was developed by HM Treasury and the Government’s sustainable Development Unit
(located within Defra), building on suggestions from the Committee, from environmental and sustainable
non-development non-organisations, and from the Government’s own reflection on previous spending
Reviews.

15. It clearly identified the UK Sustainable Development Strategy and its headline indicators as the
starting point for departmental consideration of sustainable development and reiterated the Government’s
commitment:

“for all the headline indicators to move in the right direction over time. Where a trend is
unacceptable the Government will adjust policies accordingly.”

16. Developing a clear linkage to the existing Government strategy for sustainable development was a
particular recommendation from the Committee. It provided a common framework within which
departments should consider sustainable development. The Guidance also made clear that:

“the 15 headline indicators provide a starting point for departments’ consideration of sustainable
development but do not represent an exhaustive list”.

17. In an exercise as broad and comprehensive as a Spending Review it was important that departments
were given flexibility to consider sustainable development in a manner most appropriate to them. For this
reason, they were encouraged to look beyond the 15 headline indicators where this was relevant to their work.

18. Making the treatment of sustainable development a flexible process was key to the Guidance. While
the production of a Sustainable Development Report looking at departmental priorities was a common
requirement, theGovernment decided that departments should be provided with asmuch freedomas possible
to consider sustainable development in a manner appropriate to their circumstances and the challenges in
their area of policy. The sustainable development challenges diVer across policy areas andmaking the process
flexible was felt to be the best way to avoid an overlay bureaucratic procedure and to facilitate engagement.
The government would be interested in the Committee’s views on this question of the appropriate balance
between flexibility and central direction.

19. In order to provide departments with an indicative example of how a Sustainable DevelopmentReport
might look, the Treasury produced a “mock SDR” for departments. This was not a template to be followed
rigorously, but rather a starting point for departmental consideration. Many departments found this a useful
learning tool. A copy of the mock SDR made available to departments is at Annex D.

20. Departments made use of this flexibility, approaching the sustainable development dimension to
SR2002 in a variety of ways. The boxes below provide examples of how Defra and DTLR approached the
production of Sustainable Development Reports.

3 Hansard volume 370 Part no 8—Written Answers to Questions
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DTLR—Production of the SDR

Methodology

The department set itself a requirement that each individual component of DTLR’s Spending Review
submission had to be accompanied by a summary version of the Integrated Policy Appraisal (IPA). The
IPA tool identifies a series of impact categories, covering the range of environmental, economic and social
impacts, against which a measure may need to be appraised. It also guides the policy maker towards
consideration of distributional dimensions (in essence meaning diVerential impacts as between aVected
groups) and risk issues.

The summary IPAs were available to both ministers and senior oYcials to assist them in their decision
making on which spending programmes should be included in the final submission. The use of IPA
provided the department with a common means of considering diVerent spending programmes. Once this
was completed, DTLR’s SDR was produced by assessing all the successful bids IPAs. The results were
then aggregated to produce the final report.

Key Benefits to DTLR Policymaking

— In addition to informing DTLR’s own Spending Review submission, the information gathered
through the Integrated Policy Appraisals made a significant contribution to the evidence base for
a number of the SR2002 cross cutting reviews—such as crime, small business and public space.

— The process helped raise awareness and understanding of sustainable development across the
department, and contributed to the development of thinking on how to best integrate sustainable
development into departmental decision making.

— It also eVectively piloted the Integrated Policy Appraisal within the department. The IPA was
subsequently revised and then rolled out across the whole department as part of its better policy
making agenda.

Defra—Production of the SDR

The full integration of the sustainable development dimension of SR2002 and of the preparation of the
department’s SDR into thewider spending reviewwas central toDefra’s approach. The Treasury guidance
on this issue was circulated widely, and was supplemented by department-specific advice on how
sustainable development should be addressed.

Policy directorates were required to consider the wider social, economic and environmental implications
of the public spending programmes that they wished to pursue. The Government’s 15 headline indicators
of sustainable development were used where possible, but where these were not suitable or did not address
all of the impacts, other indicators (such as those in the Rural White Paper) were used.

To facilitate comparisons between public spending in priority areas, many directorates used the
Integrated Policy Appraisal methodology. Where possible the department used quantative data about
sustainable development impacts to inform its proposals. In areas where this was not available the
department ensured that a qualitative assessment of likely impacts was undertaken and included.

Defra Ministers were closely involved from the outset in this aspect of the department’s SR2002 work.
A seminar was held for senior oYcials by the department’s GreenMinister, AlunMichael, which provided
a useful opportunity for oYcials to explore in more detail with Ministers this aspect of the Spending
Review.

The Sustainable Development Unit, located within Defra, also worked with the Treasury in preparing
the guidance and providing assistance to departments as they produced their SDRs.

Ministerial Engagement in the Sustainable Development Process

21. A second important innovation in SR2002 was the establishment of a process by whichMinisters from
spending departments could discuss the sustainable development implications of their public spending
submissions with Treasury Ministers (initially the Financial Secretary and, following the Prime Minister’s
decision on Ministerial portfolios in June, the Economic Secretary).

22. ENV (G) (the Cabinet sub-Committee on Sustainable Development) discussed the Spending Review
at a number of meetings, on the basis of presentations from Treasury Ministers. These discussions provided
Ministers with a useful collective opportunity to share best practice on this aspect of the Review.
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23. In addition, during April, May and June, Treasury Ministers met with their colleagues with Defra,
DTI, DfiD, DCMS, and the then DTLR to discuss the issues raised by their sustainable Development
Reports. These discussions, and the departmental Reports on which they were based, highlighted particularly
important interactions between social, economic and environmental issue for the departments in question,
and enabled further thought to be given to these wider impacts.

24. Following each of these meetings, the Financial Secretary reported to the Chancellor and the
Ministerial Committee on Public Expenditure (PSX), ensuring that sustainable development was considered
at all levels during the Review.

25. Contact at Ministerial level was complemented by extensive dialogue at oYcial level throughout the
process. Expertise in diVerent aspects of sustainable development exists across Whitehall and one valuable
result of this process has been to provide departments with improved access to and awareness of the expertise
available in other departments, building on the considerable progress already made by the sustainable
Development Unit.

26. Annex B sets out the process by which sustainable development was considered in SR2002.

The Outcomes of SR2002 for Sustainable Development

27. Spending Review 2002 provided a clearer framework than ever before within which Government
departments could consider the implications of their expenditure priorities for sustainable development. The
Government believes this represents considerable progress, and demonstrates its commitment to putting
sustainable development at the heart of departmental activities.

28. In addition to the development of a valuable new framework for policymaking, Spending Review 2002
will also deliver real progress against the Government’s social, economic and environmental priorities.

Public Service Agreements

29. Departmental priorities are set out in their Public Service Agreements, and those for the SR2002 period
(2003–06) demonstrate how the Government has aligned its medium term objectives with its long-term goals for
sustainable development. Annex A illustrates how departmental priorities during this period will deliver progress
against the Government’s 15 headline indicators, in accordance with its commitment in the UK Sustainable
Development Strategy to adjust policies where the indicators are moving in the wrong direction. The table in
Annex A is not intended to be comprehensive. Many of the headline sustainable development indicators will be
delivered by progress against more than one PSA target (for example, the trend measured against the headline
indicator on employment will be impacted upon by a range of PSA targets across government).

30. As it has previously indicated to the Committee4, and as the Spending Review Guidance made clear,
the Government believes that sustainable development will not be achieved simply by adding those words to
departmental PSAs. However, it is important that departments are clear about the priority objectives they
wish to pursue, and that these are communicated clearly to internal and external audiences.

31. During the SR2002 process, departments therefore revisited their core aims, objectives and targets, and
in a number of cases concluded that amendments were needed to reflect more fully the social, economic and
environmental priorities they were pursuing. The Public Service Agreement targets5 set in SR2002
demonstrate clearly how central to departmental thinking and priorities the quality of life agenda has become.
An increased number of departments have now explicitly identified sustainable development as underpinning
their work and strengthened the manner in which this communicated.

32. Departments acrossWhitehall now highlight this agenda in their high-level aims, objectives and targets
and the table below provides some examples of this.

Department Aim or Objective

Department for Transport Objective I:
“reliable safe and secure transport for everyone, which
respects the environment”

OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister Aim:
“Thriving inclusive and sustainable communities in all
regions”

4 The Government’s Response to the Environmental Audit committee first Report (2001–02): Departmental Responsibilities for
Sustainable Development

5 CM 5571 2002 Spending Review: Public Service Agreements 2003–06—HM Treasury
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Department Aim or Objective

Foreign and Commonwealth OYce Objective III:
“increased prosperity and a better quality of life in the
UK and worldwide”
Objective VII:
“secure and well-governed British overseas territories
enjoying sustainable development and growing
prosperity”

Department for International Development Aim:
“Eliminate poverty in poorer countries in particular
through achievement by 2015 of the Millennium
Development Goals”

Department for Environment, Food Aim:
and Rural AVairs “Sustainable Development, which means a better quality

of life for everyone, now and for generations to come”

HM Treasury Aim:
“Raise the rate of sustainable growth and achieve rising
prosperity and a better quality of life, with economic and
employment opportunities for all”
Objective 10:
“protect and improve the environment by using
instruments that will deliver eYcient and sustainable
outcomes through evidence-based policies”

33. Many other departments not mentioned in this table are also making vital contributions to the
Government’s quality of life agenda. The work of the HomeOYce in building a safe, just and tolerant society
or of theDepartment for Education and Skills in helping to build a competitive economy and inclusive society
through promoting skills and learning are equally important to our quality of life.

The Pursuit of Sustainable Development During the SR2002 period

34. In addition to setting out priority objectives for departments that contribute to the delivery of a better
quality of life, the Spending Review also identified the plans by which departments will achieve this.

35. The Chancellor of the Exchequer set out full departmental spending plans in July 20026 and this
memorandum will not reproduce that information. The examples given below demonstrate just some of the
ways in which SR2002 contributes to the pursuit of sustainable development.

(a) an additional £4 billion a year by 2005–06 of public spending on transport to deliver the 10 Year Plan

(b) investment totalling £500 million over three years for sustainable food and farming

(c) significant increases in the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund and new targets for local
environmental quality

(d) an extra £1.25 billion by 2005–06 for science, and increased funding for renewable energy

(e) increases to the UK’s aid budget so that the ratio of aid to national income will reach 0.40% by
2005–06, enabling the UK to increase further its contribution towards meeting the Millennium
Development Goals and helping to ensure a better quality of life overseas, as well as at home.

36. In helping to deliver sustainable development, SR2002 was not just about providing significant
additional resources. The process of producing Sustainable Development Reports and the Government’s
emphasis on a strong evidence base also helped departments to identify policy measures other than public
spending that could help to deliver sustainable development.

37. Through the production of a Sustainable Development Report, for example, the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport concluded that it needed to do further work on sustainable tourism, and a strategy
addressing this will now be produced. Through the cross-cutting review on public space, Defra and DTLR
(now the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister) identified the need for a further analysis of the powers and
responsibilities that govern and regulate the quality of public space and local environments. The Urban
summit in October 2002 demonstrated further progress in this area since the Spending Review7.

6 “Opportunity and security for all: Investing in an enterprising, fairer Britain”—HM Treasury, July 2002
7 “Living Places—Cleaner, Safer, Greener”—October 2002. “Living Places—Powers, Rights, Responsibilities”—October 2002
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38. The identification of such areas of additional policy work represents a further valuable benefit of the
analytical, evidence-based approach that the Government took to the Review, and of which the requirement
for Sustainable Development Reports was one part.

Beyond the Spending Review

39. With the conclusion of the spending Review departmental Public Service Agreements and spending
plans for 2003–06 are now set. Departments are now considering in detail how they will deliver on these
targets and make their contribution to sustainable development.

40. Many of the detailed implications for sustainable development will only emerge as departments start
to develop very specific policy measures, and it will be important that they continue to consider the wider
social, economic and environmental implications of their work. The Government has in place detailed
requirements for assessing costs and benefits of specific programmes, through, for example, the Green Book,
the Regulatory Impact Appraisal methodology, and the Policymaker’s Checklist.

41. TheGovernment collectively will continue to demonstrate its commitment to sustainable development
by meeting its commitment to report accurately and transparently each year on progress against the headline
indicators. It will also continue to ensure that the full range of social, economic and environmental impacts
are taken into account when developing new policy, in areas such as transport, energy, waste and food and
farming.

Conclusion

42. The Government believes that SR2002 demonstrated its commitment to putting sustainable
development at the heart of key decisions. Departmental spending plans and PSA targets set out clearly the
steps by which public expenditure will play its part to deliver the Government’s quality of life objectives. The
use of a new, common approach throughout the Spending Review made an important contribution to the
overall process. The Government is keen to hear the views of the Committee on these issues.

November 2002

Annex A
Sustainable Development Headline Indicators and PSA targets

Headline Indicator PSA Target

Economic output Demonstrate progress by 2004 on the Government’s long-term objective of
(GDP) raising the trend rate of growth over the economic cycle from the current

estimate of 2.5% and make further progress towards increasing trend growth up
to 2006 (HM Treasury)

Investment Deliver measurable improvement in the business performance of Trade Partners
(per cent of GDP) UK’s of British Trade International customers; and maintain the UK as the

prime location in the EU for foreign direct investment (FCO and DTI)

Employment Demonstrate progress by spring 2006 on increasing the employment rate and
reducing the unemployment rate over the economic cycle (HMT ad DWP)

Education Raise standards in schools and colleges so that: the proportion of those aged 16
(qualifications at 19) who get qualifications equivalent to 5 GCSEs and Grade A* to C rises by 2

percentage points a year and in all schools at least 20% of pupils achieve this
standard by; 2004, rising to 25% by 2006 (DfES)

Health Reduce substantially the mortality rates from the major killer diseases by 2010:
(expected years of from heart disease by at least 40% in people under 75; from cancer by at least
healthy life) 20% in people under 75 (DoH)

Housing By 2010 bring all social housing into decent condition with most of this
(unfit/non-decent improvement taking place in deprived areas, and increase the proportion of
homes) private housing in decent condition occupied by vulnerable groups (ODPM)

Crime: Reduce crime and the fear of crime, improve performance overall, including by
(vehicle burglary, reducing the gap between the highest crime. Crime and Disorder Reduction
robbery) Partnership areas and the best comparable areas; and reduce:

— vehicle crime by 30% from 1998–99 to 2004

— domestic burglary by 25% from 1998–99 to 2005

— robbery in the ten Street Crime Initiative areas by 14% from 1999–2000
to 2005; and maintain that level (HO and CJS)
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Headline Indicator PSA Target

Climate change Improve the environment and the sustainable use of natural resources, including
(greenhouse gases) through the use of energy saving technologies, to help reduce greenhouse gas

emissions by 12.5% from 1990 levels andmoving towards a 20% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2010 (DTI and DEFRA)

Air quality Improve air quality by meeting our National Air Quality Strategy objectives for
(days of air pollution) carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particles, sulphur dioxide, benzene and

1-3 butadiene (DEFRA and DfT)
Road traYc Reduce congestion on the inter-urban trunk road network and in large urban areas

in England below 2000 levels by 2010 (DFT)
River water quality TheGovernment does not have a specific PSA target tomeasure river water quality.

However, monitored river lengths have a baseline assessment called the River
Quality Objectives (RQO), which is the level of water quality that a river should
achieve in order to be suitable for its agreed uses.
The government set a target to increase River Quality Objectives compliance in
England and Wales from 82% in 1997 to at least 91% in 2005 (by 2000, RQO
compliance and increased to 90.4%) (DEFRA)

Wildlife Care for our natural heritage, make the countryside attractive and enjoyable for all
(farmland birds) and preserve biological diversity by reversing the long-term decline in the number of

farmland birds by 2020, as measured annually against underlying trends (DEFRA)
Land use Achieve a more sustainable balance between housing availability and the demand
(percentage of new for housing in all England regions, while protecting the countryside and the
homes on Brownfield sustainability of existing towns and cities through specific measures to be set out in
sites) the Service Delivery Agreement (ODPM)
Waste Enable 25% of household waste to be recycled or composted by 2005–6 (DEFRA)
(more waste reduction)

Annex B

Sustainable Development in SR2002 Process

Step 1

June 2001: CST announces terms of reference and priorities for SR2002—improving quality of life a key
priority.

Step 2

Summer 2001: Guidance on SR2002 process prepared—including specific guidance on sustainable
development.

Step 3

November 2001: Guidance made available to Environmental Audit Committee; and to other stakeholders.

Step 4

Early 2002:Cross-departmental seminar on sustainable development in public spending;mock Sustainable
Development Report prepared for departments; Green Ministers Committee discussion.

Step 5

Spring 2002: Departments prepare and submit Spending Review submissions, including Sustainable
Development reports.

Step 6

March–June 2002: Analysis of submissions; financial Secretary/Economic Secretary hold bilateral
meetings; with key departments to discuss Sustainable Development Reports; outcomes reported to PSX
Committee.

Step 7

July 2002: Final decisions made on Spending Review 2002; Chancellor announces outcomes.

Step 8

Ongoing: Departments implement and deliver spending plants; reflection on SR2002 process and
consideration of improvements for future reviews.
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UK Sustainable Development Headline Indicators

H1 Economic output

Assessment for indicator against objective

H2 Investment

H3 Employment

H4 Poverty

H5 Education

H6 Health

H7 Housing

H8 Crime

H9 Climate change

H10 Air quality

H11 Road traffic

H12 River water quality

H13
Wildlife

Robbery

Vehicle,
burglary

Farmland
birds

Woodland
birds

H14 Land use

H15 Waste

Change
since
1970

Change
since
1990

Change
since

Strategy*

Significant change, in direction of 
meeting objective

No significant change

Significant change, in direction away from 
meeting objective

Insufficient or no comparable data

* 'Change since the Strategy' assesses progress from the position of the data avaiable at the time of the Strategy in 1999.

Key

Annex C
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Annex D

Mock Sustainable Development Report

Department of Administrative AVairs: SR2002 Sustainable Development Report

This Sustainable Development Report outlines the sustainable development impacts of the Department
of Administrative AVairs’ key priorities. Delivery of our PSA targets contributes towards the Government’s
headline and core sustainable development indicators, some of which have been following a negative trend.
The environmental, social and economic implications of each of DAA’s key priorities are outlined in
qualitative terms followed by a quantitative analysis of each of the key priorities. The three departmental
priorities covered in this report include the provision of four new geriatric care units, funding of a large ICT
modernisation scheme for schools and the introduction of a youth oVenders scheme.

Departmental Priorities

1. Geriatric Care Units

PSA TARGET Care for the elderly

INDICATORS Expected years of healthy life (H6—Improve health of the population
(that have a direct link to overall).
PSA target.) Death rates from cancer, circulatory disease, accidents and suicides (F1—

Deliver key health targets).
Respiratory illness (F2—Environmental factors aVecting health).
Health inequalities (F3—Address major factors leading to health
inequalities).
NHS hospital waiting (F4—Provide people with access to eVective
healthcare, based on patients’ needs, and not on where they live or their
ability to pay).
Access for disable people (J3—Ensure that disabled people have access to a
wider range of goods, services and facilities).

Overview of Policy

There has been under investment in Geriatric Care Units (GCUs) for several decades, compared to other
OECD countries, including investment in physical capital and in recruitment, retention and training of staV.
The demographic pressure of an ageing population is now exposing this under investment. DAA has a PSA
target on care for the elderly, which this programme will contribute towards. The proposals include a
recruitment and retention scheme for nurses in GCUs, a PFI deal to build four new hospitals specialising in
geriatric care and significant investment in theGCUs themselves. Current provision is not enough tomeet the
pressures of under-staYng and consequentlyDAA is likely to lead to slippage against the relevant PSA target.

Decision Making Process

The provision of large hospitals was not the only option considered by the DAA. For example a series of
cost-benefit analyses of home adaptations, geriatric daycare and a larger number of smaller units around the
country was undertaken before the final decision to build four GCUs was made. However, research showed
that more people could be cared for and a better standard of expertise and care could be delivered if the
resources were concentrated in four major units. In the long-term it is less cost-eVective to fit home
adaptations than to build and run sustainable institutions. DAA used a design evaluation toolkit during the
decision-making process and results suggested that smaller institutions failed the impact assessment (eg
character and innovation, citizen satisfaction, internal environment, urban and social integration).

Key Benefits

There is a strong social dimension to the provision of two geriatric hospitals. Specific provision for elderly
people contributes to the Government’s objective for health policy of increasing the expected years of healthy
life. This service will also reduce waiting lists for surgical and medical provisions commonly associated with
old age (eg joint replacements). Architects plans show that the hospital will be easily accessible for patients
with restricted mobility and public transport links with rural regions make them convenient institutions for
rural communities.
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— Expected years of healthy life (H6—Improve health of the population overall)

— Death rates from cancer, circulatory disease, accidents and suicides (F1—Deliver key health targets)

— Respiratory illness (F2—Environmental factors aVecting health)

— Health inequalities (F3—Address major factors leading to health inequalities)

— NHS hospital waiting (F4—Provide people with access to eVective healthcare, based on patients’
needs, and not on where they live or their ability to pay).

— Access to services in rural areas (Need better access to services.)

— Access for disable people (J3—Ensure that disabled people have access to a wider range of goods,
services and facilities)

The provision of four new hospitals will provide a net employment gain of [x] hospital staV. This will
contribute to the Government’s social inclusion objectives by providing employment for skilled and semi-
skilled workers. Furthermore, the amount of money invested in geriatric care in the UK has not been in line
with other OECD countries over the previous decade. Investment over three years of £155 million resource
funding and £45 million capital funding will help address the shortfall in % of GDP invested in health care,
thus allowing nine existing GCUs to stay in operation, thus contributing to the following indicators:

— Investment (H2—% of GDP)

— Employment (H3—Proportion of people of working age who are in work)

Institutions

The building of four new hospitals will provide the opportunity to set up institutions that operate
sustainably and eYciently. The Department will ensure that the specifications are in line with best practice
on sustainable procurement.

We anticipate being able to make a positive contribution to the following SD indicators:

— Primary aggregates per unit of construction value (D9)

— Construction and demolition waste going to landfill (D10—Greater use of sustainable construction
materials)

— Energy eYciency of new appliances (D11—Need more eYcient appliances)

Distributional Issues

In determining where to site the four new GCUs, the DAA has considered the inter-regional distribution
of provision for the elderly and regional diVerences in life expectancy. The department therefore proposes to
site the GCUs at [xxxx], in order to address this.

Mitigation Measures

While the additional expenditure on these GCUs will bring benefits, there are also some potentially
negative eVects. The provision of four hospitals will attract a greater amount of traYc to urban centres from
patients, visitors, hospital staV, ambulances, and suppliers. This could have adverse consequences for
headline indicators on air quality and emissions of greenhouse gases.

However, we have considered the following measures to limit the negative trade-oVs on the environment
that an increase in traYc could create:

— hospitals will be constructed on brownfield urban sites where a good public transport
infrastructures already exists;

— car parking spaces have been limited to [x] parking spaces; and

— provision will be made for car-sharing schemes for staV.

Quantitative evidence at Annex B provides information concerning the disadvantages of congestion and
CO2 emissions. Modelling suggests that vehicles traYc will increase by [x %] but having considered the trade-
oVs DAA have taken the decision that the construction of four new hospitals in areas with poor geriatric care
provision (taking account of regional disparities in life expectancy and health of over 60s) will make a net
positive contribution to the overall quality of life of local inhabitants and help meet DAA’s PSA target on
care for the elderly, which is in danger of failing. Patients from rural communities will have easy access to the
hospital, given the availability of transport links.
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2. Schools IT Modernisation

PSA TARGET All secondary school attainment targets to be raised by 5% points and achieved
by 2006

INDICATORS Qualifications at age 19 (H5—Equip people with the skills to fulfil their
(that have a direct link to potential).
PSA target). 16 year olds with no qualifications (C1—Raise educational standards at all

levels and close the widening gap between high and low achievers).
Learning participation (C3—To become a learning society—in a rapidly
changing world people need the skills to adapt, and opportunities to update
them throughout their lives).

Overview of Policy

The proposed modernisation of schools IT should unlock further savings by increasing teacher eYciency.

Funds for large-scale investment in ICT equipment in schools will bemet through the sale of surplus school
land. Themodernisation will allow the department to run on-line learning seminars, disseminate information
and teaching materials to schools electronically and allow schools to communicate instantly with each other
across the country. This work contributes to DAA’s PSA to increase the percentage of children who achieve
level 4 of the key stage 2 ICT tests.

Key Benefits

In addition to the benefits associated with reducing teachers’ workloads and improving the eYciency of
schools, better knowledge of ICT will improve the skill base of UK school leavers and enhance their
employability.

ICTmay also be an eVective way of extending social inclusion. [x %] of teenage girls that become pregnant
leave school and do not re-enter formal education. The “laptops for schools” programme will provide
students in this situation with continued access to education.

Indicators:

— Qualifications at age 19 (H5—Equip people with the skills to fulfil their potential).

— 16 year olds with no qualifications (C1—raise educational standards at all levels and close the
widening gap between high and low achievers).

— Learning participation (C3—To become a learning society—in a rapidly changing world people
need the skills to adapt, and opportunities to update them throughout their lives).

Modernisation of schools IT provides an indirect link to higher employment rates through a better skilled
and qualified young workforce. Knowledge of ICT systems will equip students with the skills that are
becoming more vital for jobseekers. [x %] of employers advertise new posts on the Internet and [x %] of
employers require web-based skills.

— Proportion of people of working age who are in work (H3—Maintain high and stable levels of
employment to everyone can share greater job opportunities)

Based on experience in other organisations we predict that the increased use of computers by students and
teachers will lead to a reduction of x % in the quantity of waste paper generated (See Annex B). New ways
of working will enable students to submit work via e-mail as opposed to on paper. Electronic records
management software and training will be provided to ensure a move to fully electronic handling of
documents, including students’ work. The reduced need to use paper will make some contribution towards
the following indicator:

Waste arising andmanagement (H15—Move away from disposal of waste towards waste reduction, reuse,
recycling and recovery).

Mitigation Measures

Schools will also be encouraged to put sustainablemechanisms in place to deal with the increased electronic
waste that will be created by the greater use of ICT equipment. TheDAA is exploringmechanisms for dealing
sustainably with additional waste electrical equipment, which will be generated by this initiative.
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3. Young Offenders Scheme

PSA TARGET Reduce the number of young oVenders by 10% over five years

INDICATORS Level of crime (H8—Reduce both crime and fear of crime).
(that has a direct link to Indicators of success in tackling poverty and social exclusion (H4—Tackling
PSA target). poverty and social exclusion).

Expected years of healthy life (H6—Improve health of the population
overall).
Quality of surroundings (K6—Attractive streets and buildings, low levels of
traYc, noise and pollution, green spaces, and community safety).

Overview of Policy

The Prison Service is currently facing rapid growth in the prison population. YOS will reduce growth in
the prisoner population, and will allow us to wind-down three Regional Prison Support Units by the end of
2005–06. The Department has proposals to reduce the number of young oVenders by 10% over five years.
Reducing the number of young oVenders will support several high-profile PSA targets on reducing crime rates
and will unlock direct and indirect savings. The scheme includes fully costed and evidence-based proposals
to tackle youth street crime, ClassAdrug-taking and distribution and anti-social behaviour, with an emphasis
on preventative measures. The proposals incorporate many of the recommendations of the cross-cutting
review of Children at Risk.

The department is planning on investing in a community rehabilitation scheme so that young oVenders can
be assisted in the local community as opposed to being sentenced in prisons. The scheme will set up drop-in
centres in communities where the prevalence of youth oVenders is particularly high. Experts will staV these
centres (social workers, health visitors, career advisors) and will provide advice to clients. As well as receiving
advice about drugs and education, young oVenders will be encouraged to participate in local regeneration
projects to improve the surrounding environment and to engender a greater feeling of responsibility for
the area.

Links to Cross-Cutting Reviews

The Youth OVenders Scheme draws on research undertaken for both the Community Space and the
Children at Risk cross-cutting reviews. In a survey undertaken for the Community Space cross-cutting
review, 69% of householders said that crime was a problem in their area, including 19% who said that it was
a serious problem. Other problems often mentioned included vandalism and hooliganism (55%), litter and
rubbish (41%), graYti and noise. Evidence suggested that noise, litter, graYti and vandalism may be
symptoms of wider problems, but they can promote a spiral of degradation. Crime reinforces social exclusion
and decline.

Key Benefits

The YOS aims to limit instances of street crime and engender a greater feeling of responsibility for the local
environment. Youth crime is particularly prevalent in areas where unemployment is high and social exclusion
is widespread. Limiting the amount of people dependent on consuming and selling drugs contributes towards
the Government’s life expectancy and health inequalities indicators. The type of area in which people live is
one of themost important factors related to the perceived number of problems in the area—households living
in areas consisting mainly of council estates and low-income areas have the highest problem count. A
successful outcome to this project will contribute to the following indicators:

— Quality of surroundings (K6 Attractive streets and buildings, low levels of traYc, noise and
pollution, green spaces, and community safety).

— Level of crime (H8 Reduce both crime and fear of crime).

— Indicators of success in tackling poverty and social exclusion (H4 Tackling poverty and social
exclusion).

— Expected years of healthy life (H6 Improve health of the population overall).
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Distributional Issues

The YOS is most likely to benefit residents in deprived areas of the country. However, there are a number
of potential negative trade-oVs, which this scheme could bring about. Although they reduce actual crime,
community rehabilitation programmes could increase the fear of crime (core indicator K9) amongst local
residents in areas where it is in use. According to a survey carried out for the Community Space cross-cutting
review, women and elderly people are most intimidated by the fear of crime. This programme could,
therefore, contribute towards a negative trend in indicator K9 and it may have detrimental distributional
eVects. DAA will aim to mitigate this trade-oV by keeping local residents will informed about the YOS.

Annex A

Below is a comprehensive chart matching the priority policies to all the indicators mentioned in the text.

Policy Headline Indicators

GCU jobs Proportion of people of working age who are in work (H3).
IT increasing employability and ability to
find work.
IT making learning easier for marginal Indicators of success in tackling poverty and social exclusion
groups. (H4).
Rehabilitating young oVenders and
working to break cycle of deprivation.
IT contributing to knowledge based Qualifications at age 19 (H5).
economy.
Qualifications in IT.
GCU. Health (exp years of healthy life H6).
YOS rehabilitating. Level of crime (H8).
Resource productivity scheme in new Waste arising and management (H15).
buildings: YOS and GCU IT scheme.
Provision of jobs in GCU and YOS. Employment (proportion etc).
Bringing GCU investment in line with Investment (% of GDP).
OECD countries.

Annex B

Core Indicators

UK Resource use (A1).
EYcient appliances in GCU. Energy eYciency of economy.
Power saving IT in schools.
Resources productivity in GCU and YOS Waste arising and management (A4).
institutions. Cut back on paper in schools.
[x] % cut back in schools, GCUs and YOS Waste by sector (A5).
institutions.
Recycled paper in schools. Materials recycling (A7).
IT knowledge of school leavers. 16 year old with no qualifications (C1).
Education programme in YOS.
IT interaction. Learning participation (C3).
Sustainable building products used for Primary aggregates per unit of construction value (D9).
GCU.

Construction and demolition waste going to landfill (D10).
Energy eYciency of IT equipment, Energy eYciency of new appliances (D11).
hospital equipment.
GCUs increasing life expectancy in Death rates from cancer, circulatory disease, accidents and
regions. suicides (F1).
GCUs. Respiratory illness (F2).
GCUs challenging regional inequalities. Health Inequalities (F3).
Reducing waiting list for OAPs. NHS hospital waiting (F4).
Transport links to GCU. Access to services in rural areas.
Transport links to GCU. Access for disabled people.

[Statistical charts and tables referred to in main body of text]
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Examination of Witnesses

John Healey, a Member of the House, Economic Secretary; Mr Paul O’Sullivan, Head of Environmental
Tax Team; and Mr Michael Collins, Environment, Farming and Rural AVairs Team, HM Treasury,
examined.

environmental policy was that, alongside the PreChairman
Budget Report we published a new strategic

1. Good afternoon, Minister. We have to framework, “Tax in the environment—the use of
apologise for the fact that there is no heating in this economic instruments”, an important document, if I
room, but we have to set an example and be may say so, which builds on the government’s
sustainable in heating terms! Thank you for your commitment in the 1997 statement of intent on
memorandum and thank you for coming here today. environmental taxation which sets out the principles
Is there anything you would like to say by way of a we believe should underpin government policy on the
brief introductory statement before we begin the environment. I hope the Committee will find this
examination? document useful because it sets out how we appraise
(John Healey) I would, if I may, and thank you for the costs and benefits to ensure that any intervention

that invitation. I thank you for the invitation to come we take is proportionate to the problem. It also sets
and give evidence to the Committee. I served on an out our approach to the policy development process
ordinary departmental committee for two years so I with early consultation on the objectives, further
know the special role that this one plays looking right consultation on the approach, and long lead times
across government. I should begin, if I may, by before the introduction of measures so that those
introducing Paul O’Sullivan who is the Treasury’s aVected have time to respond and, if members have
head of environmental and transport taxation policy, not already studied it in full, I would recommend in
and Michael Collins who is from our environment, particular chapter 7 and the table 7.1 on pages 42 and
food and rural aVairs team. Mr Horam, just by way 43 which set out how since 1997 we have applied
of setting the scene, your Committee has established these principles in practice. Finally, the document
an interest in the general process of government also explains how we have recycled revenue on
policy-making in relation to environmentalists using environmental taxes so these have not been
sustainable development, and also an interest in introduced in order to swell the general coVers of
specific environmental policy, so my predecessor, government. So I think in summary on this it reflects
Paul Boateng, gave evidence before your committee the Treasury’s commitment to ensuring that growth
a year ago so I thought to set the scene I would say a is environmentally sustainable as well as socially and
few words about the most significant developments economically sustainable. In other words, we
in the Treasury’s approach since then, and then I will recognise the growth that is built on the short term
mention some of the most significant policy exploitation of the environment is simply not
developments and decisions which we have either sustainable in the long term. Finally, alongside this
taken or that we are now considering whichmembers new strategy on environmental taxation, the Pre
of the Committee may want to know about. Budget Report itself set out specific policy

announcements and the continuing work that we are2. That is fine, but please be brief.
currently conducting and this is principally in(John Healey) First of all, if I may, on the spending
chapter 7. I know members have very strongreview, if we look at the period since last December
individual and specific policy interests but I am surewhen you had the last Treasury Minister before you,
you will have examined in this PBR document somefor the first time we had a specific process established
of the announcements on waste, including the landfor considering sustainable development as a key
fill tax and the land fill tax credit scheme, ourpart of government spending plans and decisions. All
proposals for further work on aviation, domesticdepartments were required to build in a report on
energy, eYciency in agriculture and also thesustainable development as part of their bidding
proposals we are making for duty rates onprocess to the Treasury. Important announcements
bioethanol. These are all areas you may wish toobviously followed including big increases in
discuss during this evidence session but we areresources for the neighbourhood renewal fund and
entirely in your hands.also to help support sustainable food and farming
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.but more importantly, from the spending review,

more departmental aims, objectives and targets than
ever before were required explicitly dealing with
sustainable development. The spending review also Gregory Barker
in a sense with the Treasury beginning to practise

3. Minister, we last met when I came to thewhat it preached resulted in the Treasury agreeing a
Treasury as part of an all party lobby to press the casenew public service agreement objective for the first
of bioethanol and I am grateful for the time you tooktime. This I would suggest will help ensure that
to listen to the points they made. For the sake of theenvironmental policy is more firmly embedded as a
Committee, can you explain to us why bioethanolcore part of everything the Treasury does, and I think
and biodiesel are taxed considerably more thanit is that combination of factors and features in the
LPGs even though LPG is a fossil fuel?spending review 2002 that led the Green Alliance to

describe it as the greenest yet. The Pre Budget Report (John Healey) I well remember meeting you, Mr
Barker, and somebody else who you came with atthe Chancellor introduced a fortnight ago took that

process forward. First and most important from my that time, Peter Cleary, I have just left at a reception
down the corridor, and he said to me that thepoint of view as the minister responsible for
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announcement the Chancellor was able to make on been making, although I quite understand the reason

that companies such as British Sugar are looking forbioethanol in the Pre Budget Report had given a big
a 30p rather than a 20p cut in the rate.boost to the people he was dealing with but he also

served a warning that he would be coming back for 6. Was that factored into the decision you made?more. The reason for the diVerentials is that we are (John Healey) Yes. I have already indicated thepursuing diVerent environmental objectives with the sort of factors thatwere taken into account in the sorttreatment that we are pursuing with the diVerent of decisionwemade. They include an appraisal of thefuels. With bioethanol we have been able to propose projected environmental benefit that we think we can
this duty cut of 20p below the rate for ultra low achieve as a country from increased use of
sulphur petrol because we believe there is a case for bioethanol, an assessment of the state of the British
supporting and recognising the additional production and industry and a judgment about the
production costs in order to help bring more of this balance between the cost to the public purse and the
potential greener fuel to market, so the dynamics of benefits that we would gain, so it is, if you like, an
the intervention that we believe we need to make in early and specific example of the general case we set
the case of bioethanol or biodiesel is diVerent from out in the framework here. It is by nomeans a perfect
that of the fuel gases that you mention. or a scientific process but, by approaching it

rigorously andmaking sure we are able to look at the4. You acknowledge in paragraph 7.31 of the PBR
environmental factors, the social factors, thethat the production of ligno-cellulosic bioethanol
economic factors and based on the best evidenceneeds more support, so why do you not zero rate the
available to us, and as I said at the meeting to you,duty for this fuel like you have for hydrogen?
Mr Barker, on bioethanol the quality of the evidence(John Healey) Quite simply, the support we wish of the analysis we have now that has enabled us toand are able to give to the development of the make this decision is far superior than what we hadbioethanol market cannot be at any price. I spoke in available to us twelve months ago.

general terms about the balance of cost and benefit
7. You mentioned the environmental calculationthat we have to strike and the framework we are

that you had undertaken. Can you tell us how yousetting to try andweigh up those sort of decisions: the
did that and how that arrived at 20p?duty cut we are proposing we think reflects the level
(John Healey) As the technical expert I will inviteof environmental benefit that we gain from grading

Paul O’Sullivan to give you the explanation of theuse of bioethanol, but simply reducing it to a zero
approach to appraisal.rate would have made the costs disproportionate to

the potential environmental benefits.We also have to 8. It does seem rather arbitrary.
consider, shall we say, the state of maturity of British (Mr O’Sullivan) The environmental benefit was
production because there would be a risk if wemoved calculated using estimates of what the CO2 benefits
in my judgment too far, too fast that production of would be for certain levels of production of
bioethanol for a British market would not develop at bioethanol and also the air quality benefits, so for a
a pace suYcient to stop widescale importation from litre what would be the environmental benefit per
those countries where this is a market that is already litre.
better developed. So it is a balance of those specific

9. So how did you get to 20p rather than 22p orfactors that led to the judgment that the Chancellor
18p?took and confirmed in the pre budget statement a
(Mr O’Sullivan) It is a combination of both thefortnight ago.

environmental benefits and the market stimulation
5. But do you recall that is not consistent with what eVect that we need in order to build up an industry

the industry partners at that meeting you and I that would be able to deliver those environmental
attended were telling you? While they said it was benefits, and it is the market stimulation eVect that

we were after with the 20p that was larger here thanmoving in the right direction they said it was a
the environmental benefits. They were rather lowerdefinitive investment threshold which the 20p was
but we thought that making some allowance forjust coming under, and without that little bit more
market stimulation was beneficial if it meant that wesupport they simply would not be able to make the
could grow the industry to be able to be in a positioninvestment case which they were wanting to do?
to get those environmental benefits.(John Healey) For the benefit of other members,

the industries at the meeting that Mr Barker came to 10. If there is an element of environmental impact,
were Cargill and British Sugar. I amwell aware of the why not set out a comparative appraisal table which
judgments in the case that they make and the outline would demonstrate this?
costings that they present. In many ways we were (Mr O’Sullivan) The convention has been that we
faced with similar arguments from industry when we will put things into the table at the same time that we
looked at the question of a duty cut of biodiesel and, make a decision to go ahead with something and
although it is too early to tell definitively, I have to score it, and if you look at biodiesel there are now on
say that the early signs on biodiesel are very the DFD website various studies that have been
encouraging. In the first two months since the duty published making those sort of comparisons.
rate came into force we have seen a five-fold increase (John Healey) Was that clear? Perhaps I could try
in the production and sales of biodiesel and we are and be more helpful to the Committee. We will only
looking to probably 80 outlets by the end of this year do that in that way once we have essentially adopted
supplying biodiesel, so I suppose in summary, and the policy. To set out in the terms that you describe
quite directly, the judgment that we have taken at this the potential policy options that we may be

considering at any time is in danger of misleadingpoint is diVerent to the case that the industry has
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people into considering perhaps that the decision has Sue Doughty
been taken when it has not. However, if it is helpful 18. On the question of landfill tax and the landfillto the Committee, we can certainly let you have the tax credit scheme, first of all, I want you to look atdetails of the sort of appraisal work that has been the escalator. This Committee was concerned aboutdone if that helps the Committee understand why we seeing an increase in landfill tax when we interviewedhave reached the proposed 20p cut rather than 22p or Mr Boateng and had some concern about what the30p or any other figure but you will see, if I may say purpose of the escalator was doing—whether it wasso, that we lean, as Mr O’Sullivan has suggested, escalating as rapidly as we would like to see in termsfurther towards supporting the environmental of being a real disincentive away from landfill andbenefit than a strict economic cost analysis would income generator and starting to move up towardslead us to. £35 a ton which is seen as a minimum appropriate

level. You have put the £3 on escalator, which is an11. But do you think this incremental approach is
increase and we did ask for an increase so that isgoing to produce the step change that is necessary?
recognised, but it is going to take a long time to getHave you considered things like the Californian zero
to that minimum level, particularly when we areemissions legislation?
looking at something like £45 a ton, which is where(John Healey) The honest answer is that with
we are really looking at recycling kicking in verybiofuels it is too early to tell. What is clear, though,
heavily. Do you think it is going to take too long?is if we try to go too far too fast we risk severely
Will you be reconsidering it? What are your views ondistorting not just the biofuel market and production
the escalator?but producing other perhaps less intended
(John Healey) Just for the sake of clarity andconsequences and potential consequences as well.

confirmation, the current escalator runs at £1 a tonThe outline appraisal that we can let the Committee
increase until 2004–05. At that point the Chancellorhave will help make that dimension to the policy
in his Pre Budget Report confirmed that in the yeardecision clear.
2005–06 it will increase by £3 and after that by at least

12. How do you think we are faring compared to £3 and the target level we have set is the one that the
our EU partners? Environmental Audit Committee itself suggested at
(John Healey) On biofuels? £35 pounds a tonne. I am interested that you have

already upped your target level by another £10 a13. Yes.
tonne—(John Healey) Better than some, worse than

others. There are some European countries in which 19. This is only what the recycling people are
this is now quite a mature market where there is saying.
already a significant duty rate diVerential, but then (John Healey) You are saying it is not as much as
there are others where by comparison this will be a the Committee would like to see. I would say as it
step forward and a step ahead. stands at the moment the landfill tax rate is not as

much as it is necessary for us to see, hence the policy14. So do you think our middling performance is a
confirmation announcement that the Chancellor hasreflection of a rather unambitious government
made. In terms of the timing of this, you will noticepolicy?
if you look at the Pre Budget Report text we talk(John Healey) No, I do not accept it is unambitious
about a target level of £35 per tonne in the mediumbut I would urge you to consider some of the
to long term. Setting the target level is important atcomplexities and the consequences of wanting to go
this stage in our judgment because it sets the longtoo far too fast on a policy like this, because I think
term signals in order for the lead time for thethe objectives youmay wish to see and that we would
investment and change in behaviour that we need toprobably sharemay not be realised by the “big bang”
see take place in thewastemanagement industry. Thethat you might be looking for on biofuels.
detailed judgmentswe need to take about timetabling

15.When you abandoned the fuel duty escalator in are not ones that we are in a position at present to
the Pre Budget Report in 1999 you stated you would confirm inmy view. It will be one of the areas that the
hypothecate the revenues from any real-terms group I have been asked to chair of middle-ranking
increases in fuel duties. Can you confirm that this Pre ministers from three other departments will consider
Budget Report does not include any real-terms between now and the forthcoming budget, so whilst
increase in duties? the target level is confirmed, the timetabling for that
(John Healey) I can as far as the Pre Budget Report is not.

goes—quite simply it does not. Those sorts of
20. So there is a possibility that you may increasedecisions are made on a budget-by-budget basis and

the escalator sooner rather than later to get there?will be a matter for the Chancellor in the run-up to
(John Healey) What we have announced andthe forthcoming budget.

confirmed is that in 2005–06 the landfill tax will rise
16. Did you consider among your policy options by £3 a tonne and from 2006–07 onwards it will rise

the case for a real-terms increase? by at least £3 a tonne but the timetabling and those
(John Healey) Not at this stage of the budget cycle. sort of judgments are not ones that we can make

precisely at this point.17. Is that because that is something you do not do
now at this time of the year? 21. Did you give any consideration to an

incinerator tax again where we are looking at(John Healey) Generally those sorts of decisions
are considered and then made as part of the run-up sustainable waste management and moving towards

increases in recycling. Was any consideration givento the budget rather than the Pre Budget Report
stage of the budgetary cycle. to this?
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(John Healey) I am sure you will remember from draft form but not necessary in final form, with only

the executive summary on the website, and when Ithe Budget this year there was confirmation that we
are looking at incineration tax. That was confirmed have been to the Vote OYce to request it, it has not

been available.by the Chancellor when he introduced the Budget in
April. We are continuing that work: we are looking (John Healey) I am puzzled by that because it does
at the possible role that incineration tax or other not fit with my understanding of what has happened.
economic instruments relating to incineration might I am not sure what your department is but I can
play. The important next step in this process is to certainly make sure you get a copy.
commission as thorough an environmental health 24. This is the Vote OYce. Having gone there itaudit as we can of the impacts of the range of waste certainly has not arrived on my desk, so I wouldmanagement methods and techniques. In my view, appreciate one. Could we move on to the landfill taxone of the weaknesses of the way that waste has been credit scheme because this is an area which I thinkapproached in the past and one of the weaknesses of has been very popular? It is seen also as funding forthe debate about this has been that focus has been on environmental schemes; it has been very popularspecific methods of waste management disposal, and because it is identified as private fund raising; it canI do not exempt governments from that general be used to leverage other funds in a very successfulobservation. The EuropeanUnion Landfill Directive way; and we have seen quite a wide variety ofdoes exactly that—it is simply about landfill tax— initiatives resulting from this. The industry is nowwhen what we need to do and what the Pre Budget saying that this scheme is eVectively being choppedReport lays the grounds for us to be able to do is take oV at the knees, and there was a question in thea judgment about the proper mix and balance that is House last week asking about the landfill tax creditappropriate for Britain in terms of how we minimise scheme. What is happening to it?the amount of waste we produce, how we dispose of

(John Healey) Once again, if you study the detailit most eVectively and environmentally sustainably,
of the Pre Budget Report it is pretty clear. You willand also how we increase the amount of re-use and
be more familiar than I am as members of therecycling that we can achieve. Incineration plays a
Committee about the criticisms made of the landfillpart in that at the moment; I have no doubt it has a
tax credit scheme and of the report by the PAC andpart to play in the future; but whether or not an
the Environmental Select Committees. From Aprilincineration tax or other economic factors relating to
next year, roughly two thirds of the revenue streamincineration have a part to play is a judgment that we
from the landfill tax credits will be transferred towill be in a better position to make once we have
public spending programmes to support better wastesolidly based and better based the information we
management, better levels of recycling. That willhave about the environmental and the health impacts
mean about £100–110 million per year. Roughly oneacross the range of diVerent technologies and waste
third of it, about £47 million, will be available for adisposal methods.
reformed but reduced landfill tax credit scheme that

22. Can I ask you about the Waste Not Want Not will be focused on local community environmental
report at this stage because it was mentioned in the projects, and it is a balance between recognising that
Pre Budget Report, and very little information was some of the credit systems of the scheme
available about what was happening with that demonstrated that this was not producing a strategic
document and on the website there was an executive or a significant impact on waste management and
summary but not the report, and since then I recycling challenges we face, and—quite rightly as
understand it has been issued to selected people in you point out—the value that many local groups and
draft form but not available by and large in printed local communities place on having the landfill tax
form. This seems to be a document partly credits and payments from this scheme for very local
underpinning some of the other things that are projects. I have to say, as others have said, having a
happening in terms of not only looking at fiscal scheme in this area when we are faced with the sort
instruments which are discussed in the documents of challenges that other members of your Committee
described but also the areas under consideration have already pointed out, dealing with waste that is
which go hand in hand so that you look at the whole supporting the renovation of churches or the
problem together and see how these fiscal refurbishment of village halls, in the context of
instruments in practical terms are going to be used to having to make from time to time some quite diYcult
deliver sustainable waste management. decisions about priorities is simply now not
(John Healey) You are right, it is a useful sustainable, so in terms of the landfill tax credit

document published alongside the Pre Budget scheme around about a third will remain in a
Report; it was a report to government, not of reformed scheme that we are discussing within trust,
government; and my understanding was that it was and about two thirds will be available from April to
published on the day alongside the Pre Budget support more strategic, if you like, developments
Report. I am happy to make sure you get a copy if trying to deal with the waste and recycling problems
you have not yet seen one, and it was useful basis for we face.
some of the further work we need to do and the Pre 25. I am rather concerned. I appreciate thatBudget Report announcements in many ways complaints were made and concerns about therepresented the first and early government response variety of what that scheme was really there toto some of the issues and analyses that they set out. achieve and it was a scheme that was never going to

entirely satisfy everybody, but on the other hand23. On that report, and I would appreciate a copy,
certainly my department and others spent some time there are schemes which are running now which will

suddenly find themselves without funds because oftrying to get hold of a copy of that, and printed
versions have been available to certain people in the suddenness with which the announcement was
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made, where funds were almost allocated and then a matter that I regard as my direct responsibility,

though I recognise there are going to betherewas expectation that the schemewould run next
year and they are not. These are not the church roof consequences for local organisations and groups in

the future and I do recognise it is probably going toschemes but more the remediation, the substantial
environment improvement schemes where suddenly make me one of the most unpopular members of the

government as a result. Nevertheless, the decisionsthe money seems to be disappearing. My concern
about this is that if the escalator is in place and, as that we have taken on this I think are right because

of the challenges that this Committee above allyou have said, the revenue that you are getting from
increased income is not to swell the government’s recognises in the waste and recycling field.
coVers, and I appreciate the points about local
government and the other recycling schemes there
too and I support those, then some very good David Wright
schemes that have been happening to start building 28. I am intrigued by this. Why did you not justin that areamay not continue because of the way that change the criteria of the old scheme? If you were notscheme was being treated. happy that the money was being spent on church(John Healey) I am grateful to you in a sense for roofs and buildings, why did you not change theraising that point because the one feature on which criteria at that point instead of re-inventing wheel onwe have made a commitment which I did not the scheme? Secondly, a number of organisations aremention is that for those projects which have already counting income from the landfill tax credit schemehad tax credits allocated on to the scheme and for as a private sector leverage contribution, and I havewhich the credits are already available and will talked to organisations that are getting a 5/6/7:1continue, our assessment of the balances in the leverage ratio on the basis of this money. How willscheme will mean that we can secure that. In terms of they tie into the new scheme and will it be incrediblynew projects one area of the work that the group that bureaucratic like most of the other schemes thatI will lead will do over the next few months is to people have to apply for from government?ensure that good projects, new projects, that may (John Healey) Firstly, our analysis—not just ourspreviously have looked to the old landfill tax credit but the analysis—of the way that the scheme hasscheme will have an opportunity to secure funding worked suggested that in order to achieve theunder the other method that we will use for objectives we need to in this area the degree ofdisbursing the funds, the £100–110 million. redesign and reform of the scheme was such that it
26. Will this happen in suYcient time? We are would have been quite diYcult to do, and a more

talking about jobs here as well, organisations which eVective way would be to redeploy round about two
may have 20 or 30 people, where the funding is going thirds of the funding, as I have indicated, to a
to dry up unless this is taken as a matter of urgency diVerent method of delivery and disbursement—and
to understand what the succession schemes are going that is what we propose to do. In terms of the match
to be and to enable them to plan for the future and potential of the money from the credit scheme, I
through this change. am highly conscious of that. I have in my own
(John Healey) I am very conscious of the constituency a number of organisations, including

uncertainty that there is in many of these Groundwork Dearne Valley, that do a remarkable
environmental groups. As I say, those projects that job in terms of environmental work and I know from
have already secured the funding and had that my close association with them how valuable this is
committed will continue and I hope that will give as a source of funding. They will be able to draw, I
some reassurance to those involved, but I am also hope, from the successor scheme. I hope on the other
conscious of the importance and the urgency of the side that the design of the delivery arrangements that
work we need to do to make sure we can put in place were made for this essentially public spending
clear arrangements for both parts of the system from programme do avoid some of the common features
April so that we minimise the period of disruption we see in some funding programmes of excessive
and certainty and allow the best continuity that we bureaucracy which I know are a source of
can where we have projects that we do want to see frustration, particular for smaller local groups that
developed. do not have the experience or the capacity to jump

through some of the administrative hoops that are27. Could I raise one more concern as well about required.this which is the anomaly with the church roofs and
the village halls which a lot of groups have profited
very nicely from. It has been very nice to see and I

Mr Francoisappreciate they may have been anomalous within the
scheme. However, it has been a very welcome source 29. Can I press you further on precisely that
of funding from groups who do not want to take because one of the advantages of the current scheme
lottery money because their religious or personal is that a lot of groups would report that it was
beliefs will not allow them to take the profits from the relatively straightforward, quick and unbureaucratic
lottery. Will there be any other schemes or and that is why they liked it, because they did not
opportunities to look at schemes which will allow have to spend a tremendous amount of time applying
such organisations to benefit without going back to for the money and they usually got a decision one
lottery-sourced money? way or the other fairly promptly which allowed them

to plan. You made a slightly disparaging comment(John Healey) The short answer is no, that has not
been part of the work we have been doing in trying about some of thismoney being used for refurbishing

village halls. Well, those village halls also used to getto develop a much more soundly and sensibly based
waste policy. Inmy role in considering this that is not lottery money and now invariably do not, and it is
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extremely complicated even to get what they do is doing about it—it is doing what we have set out in

the Pre Budget Report and what we will developbecause the community fund criteria were changed a
couple of years ago. So they do not get much money, further over the next few months in the realms of the

Budget. I recognise this is not going to be entirelyif any at all, from the community fund and they are
increasingly reliant on this as a source of income and popular everywhere and that some local

organisations and some members of Parliamentnow this is drying up as well, so I think this is quite a
serious matter. You had a system which did work in might have wished us to take diVerent decisions. I

have tried to explain clearly the decisions we haveat least some respects very well: it was not broken:
and now you have chosen to fix it. taken and the basis for those decisions and the policy

objectives we are pursuing on this, and, Mr Horam,(John Healey) The PAC and the Environment
you and members of your Committee will have toCommittee did not take the view that this was a
make your judgments on those.scheme that was not broken. On the other side you

say quite rightly that many local groups liked this
scheme; you say they did not know how they were
going to spend it before they got it, and that is Chairman
precisely the problem. We are not able, as the PAC

32. Coming back to the objectives of the landfillin particular will confirm, to tell exactly what sort of
tax credit scheme, you have just made the point thatimpact the spending for this scheme has had; we are
you felt you could not control it and maybe it wasunable to tell whether it is value for money or has
going slightly askew on church halls and so forth,been eVective. In the context where really significant
and one of your predecessors did attempt to dosums of funding are going through this scheme, my
something about that in the letterMr Timms sent outargument to you is that that is not sustainable, and
on 3May 2001 where he said, “We are setting you thewhilst we did not want to close down the scheme, as
target of 65% of credits to go to sustainable wastesome urged on us, entirely because of the value that
management projects”. My information is that thethere is to many local groups and some of the good
industry responded quite rapidly to that and didlocal environmental projects that it can sustain, we
fulfil—indeed, over-fulfilled—their target in thatdo need, given the challenges we face in dealing with
respect, so although certainly as in many schemes ofwaste in Britain, to do this in a diVerent way that we
this kind some things went wrong a lot was goingbelieve is going to be more eVective and that is the
right, so are you not killing oV the good for the sakebasis of the decisions we took.
of the best?

30. Those village halls that have been using this (John Healey) I do not believe we are killing oV the
money did know how they were going to use it—to good for the sake of the best which is why we have
refurbish or in some cases rebuild their village halls. tried to strike a balance between what are competing
They cannot get the money from the community arguments in a competing case. You are right that the
fund any more, and now they are not going to get the level of spend on sustainable waste has gone up and
money from the landfill tax credit scheme, so where I welcome that. In the end the judgment we had to
are they going to get the money from? take was that a tax credit scheme could not secure
(John Healey) I think I have already explained to suYcient value for money and in particular could not

you, Mr Francois, the position of potential sources allow us the strategic direction that we require in this
of funding for village halls has not been a feature of field, and that most commentators, including this
the analysis that we have carried out and the Committee, have observed has been lacking from this
decisions we have taken on this. I am sorry to be so field in the past. We could not achieve that strategic
blunt with you but the priorities in this policy area direction through the operation even of a fully
have been to dealmuchmore eVectively thanwe have reformed landfill tax credit scheme.
been able to do in Britain in the past with the

33. But is not 65% good enough when you alsoincreasing volumes of waste we produce, the low
consider the pointMrWrightmade, that there is a lotlevels of recycling generally that we undertake, and
of gearing involved in this in the sense that becausesecure in this area a better range of programmes and
the existing amount, £137 million according to yourpolicies that would deliver those environmental
document, attracted between £4 and £10 for everyobjectives which are longer term and much more far-
pound spent of other public money from Europe andreaching than the issues that you raise.
other sources, there was a lot of money which

31. Onemore quick go on this: there was a national suddenly you have cut out for one or two things that
lobby of my village halls groups that I went to that have gone wrong? This is a big, big change for one or
came up to Parliament several weeks ago attended by two things which may have gone wrong.
the government PPS; they then had a meeting with (John Healey) It is a big change but describing thethe government minister to go through a number of weaknesses and flaws not just of the operation butthese issues as I understand it, and theywere told that the design in terms of what we want to achieve as onethe government would look sympathetically on this or two things that have gone wrong I suggest may beissue and would do what it could—and then they get underplaying—this announcement. So what is the government

34. But 65% was going right.doing? All these people came up to Parliament, they
were met, people said, “We realise this is a problem. (John Healey) 65% as far as we could tell was going
We are going to do something about it”. to projects that fitted a category of waste

management. The impact of those we were unable to(John Healey) You are an MP, you know how
many people come to Parliament and the range of tell: the co-ordination of those was impossible under

this scheme, so coming back to the two fundamentalissues that are brought to MPs and taken to
governmentministers. You askwhat the government weaknesses that were still there in the nature of this
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scheme: (1) a convincing belief that we could get increase in 2002, yet your graph in box 7.1 shows the

CO2 emissions going down. Is that graph notvalue for money by doing it simply through the
landfill tax credit scheme and (2) because the nature misleading?
of this scheme, and this Committee knows better (John Healey) I was encouraging you to look at
than me how it works in practice, does not allow the table 7.1. Can you tell me what the page is?
strategic direction that we need to see in the waste 40. Page 131, box 7.1.management field if we are going to tackle the job (John Healey) It is not misleading—and I will askproperly. my technicians to come in—but what you have there
35. I suggest, Minister, this is the dead hand of the is a plot of the evidence we are assembling of what is

Treasury trying to claim themoney back. This was an happening to emissions at present and the projected
exciting scheme which had been going for 4 or 5 decline in carbon emissions that we believe on the
years, was doing a lot of good, maybe some bad as basis of our best analysis will be produced by the
well, and suddenly the Treasury looked at it and said, configuration of policies that we are trying to bring
“We need a bit of money to be seen to be doing to bear to reduce carbon emissions.
something in another area”, and grabbed thismoney.

41. Before you ask your technicians to explainIt is the dead hand of the Treasury and nothing will
what I thought was a quite straightforward graph,happen. You have killed of an exciting private
could I add one piece of evidence to say why I thinkscheme because you do not know what is going on.
it is misleading? If you look at footnote 2 on the(John Healey) I reject the suggestion that this is the
graph, it says that this includes a projection anddead hand of the Treasury interfering and killing oV
includes the eVects of renewables obligation, thea scheme.
climate change levy and the fuel duty escalator. You

36. I think that is accurate as amatter of fact—you have abolished the fuel duty escalator over a year ago
are killing oV the scheme. and yet this graph contains projections based on the
(John Healey) We are not, and I have to say I do basis of the fuel duty escalator continuing until 2010.

not accept that this is somehow the operation of the Is this graph not misleading?
dead hand of the Treasury. What I do accept is that (John Healey) You have just elaborated the point
we have now in the short term a significant challenge I made—that the second line is the projections based
to design and set up the way that we will redeploy on the configuration of a number of policies that we
these resources because this is not money that is have put in place in order to tackle the carbon
going into the central government coVers of the emissions.
Treasury, and we have a significant challenge now in

42. With respect it is not the second line that doesproducing a programme that allows us to do the
that; the second line is the dotted line that hasthings we could not eVectively do through the landfill
footnote 4 on it. The second line has got footnote 2tax credit scheme, and that is work that we will now
on it which says, “Past emissions and futuredo across government with ministers from the DTI,
projections in absence of programmes”, and thenministers fromDEFRA,ministers from theODPM’s
you are stating that these programmes are bringingoYce as well as myself reporting directly both to
down CO2 emissions, but it is not happening.Margaret Beckett, the Secretary of State for
(John Healey) I do not grasp your point. What youDEFRA, and the Chief Secretary for the Treasury

have here is a graph that attempts to plot the track ofPaul Boateng, because this relates to taxation and to
carbon emissions in this country were thespending issues.
government not to have introduced the range of

37. Did you consult with Mr Meacher when this policies that we now have in place against the track
decision was made? and plot of carbon emissions that we anticipate will
(John Healey) I had discussions with Mr Meacher be the result of what we are putting in place.

and with Lord Whitty in the weeks immediately
43. But your explanation makes it even worsebefore the Pre Budget Report when we were

because it is that it is the dotted line that shows theconsidering these issues alongside the range of other
government policies kicking in and bringing downthings that we confirmed in the Pre Budget Report.
CO2 emissions but your stated evidence is that CO2

38. He is quoted in the public print as being emissions have gone up in those three years so your
stunned by this decision, extremely puzzled. That explanation just makes this graph even more
does not sound like a minister who has been misleading. I think I have a very good point. If you
thoroughly consulted about the radical change in a are looking at this as a Pre Budget Report, I think it
quite important scheme? is easier to glance at graphs than normally at text, are
(John Healey) Well, if Mr Meacher is stunned or you going to have the impression either that CO2

puzzled I am not aware of it and he has not made emissions will be slightly declining and then going up
those points to me. This is government policy and again under current policies without the
was set out in the Pre Budget Report. government’s various policies, and I hope to ask you

in a second about those, but even worse you have the
idea that since 2000 CO2 emissions have been going

Mr Thomas down at a very steady rate due to the fact that we
have the renewables obligation, fuel duty escalator39. Minister, in your opening remarks to this

Committee you commended to us chapter 7 in the Pre and the climate change levy. As I said, one of those
has now been abolished and the reality is that CO2BudgetReport and in particular box 7.1, and I would

like to start with that because in the text under 7.11 emissions have gone up. You should at least have
shown that going up, even if you wanted to project ityou state that UK carbon dioxide emissions

increased in 2000 and in 2001 and were likely to in the future going down.
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(Mr O’Sullivan) This was the information that £0.6 billion. Can you state whether the climate

DEFRA were able to supply to us at the time and I change levy is working in terms of its eVect on
think this is something that they revisit when they do industry and, therefore, on emissions?
substantial pieces of work, so for the Energy White (John Healey) Yes. You have not got the figures
Paper we will be revisiting this. There may be some entirely correct about the forecast revenues but in
small changes to the figures because what has been terms of the impact, given that it was only introduced
going on in the energy market has led to some in 2001 after a very long period of consultation and
increases here to emissions, as a result of impacts of development—and by the way you say it is
gas prices and things like that. We will provide the contentious; taxation is always contentious and one
best information we can as soon as DEFRA is in a must expect that—I was quite encouraged by the
position to pass that on to us. recent CBI report, I have to say, which showed that

74% of the larger firms and 42% of the small and44. In fact, this graph dates back to October 2001,
medium-sized firms have already made or are in theso it is wrong to use it in the Pre Budget Report to
process of making changes in what they do togive this suggestion that you are on top of things?
improve the energy eYciency of their operations.(John Healey) It is not wrong to use it. This was the
That you will recall, Mr Thomas, was a principalbest information we had at the time in that four year
objective of the climate change levy so early signs areperiod to 2001. Largely because of high gas prices
quite encouraging although clearly the longer termand therefore an increased burn of coal generation
impact is something that we will need to conduct awe had a 1.2% increase in carbon emissions over that
much fuller evaluation on before we can make firmtime. That does not take away from the analysis and
judgments of that nature.projection that we have for carbon emissions over the

period through to 2010 based on the impact of the 48. Do you have a timetable for that evaluation?
range of policies that we have in place. (John Healey) No. At the moment Customs &

Excise who are responsible for this area are45. Will you take opportunity at the Budget itself
discussing evaluation methods with externalto publish a fresh graph showing the reality of the
independent experts that we could bring in to do justsituation up to the end of April 2003, plus your
such an evaluation. If we are in a position by theprojections for 2010?
Budget to be able to update you on progress on that,(John Healey) AsMr O’Sullivan has indicated and
I am sure we will.you would expect as the Environmental Audit

Committee us to do, we are constantly refreshing the
49. The PIU report talked about alternatives—ifanalytical and databases that we are able to work

not alternatives certainly things that will sit side byfrom; we publish progress as regularly as we can; we
side with the climate change levy; the carbontend to do that in the Pre Budget Report and again
emissions trading scheme was one, carbon tax wasconfirm any changes in the Budget; so where we have
another. Can you tell this Committee what views youbetter and more up to date data you can expect us to
have expressed in the Treasury on these options inpublish it.
the evidence that you have given in to the
government review for the forthcomingWhite Paper
on Energy?

Mr Francois (John Healey) I cannot give you any detailed
information on discussions going on in government46. Following that up, I think a new graph would
at present with the prospect of the government’sbe helpful. One of the policies that you are relying on
White Paper on Energy. I can say, and we havein order to achieve this is meeting your renewables
already confirmed this, that we have no plans forobligation targets and this Committee did a very
introducing a carbon tax. That would be a tax thatdetailed analysis into that and basically came to the
would have rather diVerent policy objectives andconclusion that you are nowhere near it. This was
clearly a diVerent design than the climate change levythen debated in the House, I think, so really, if you
which we have introduced. Really there were threeare going to provide these graphs and tables, I think
principal dimensions to the policy objectives we hadit is encumbent to be realistic about the projections
for the climate change levy which clearlythat you make.
demonstrate why carbon tax would not achieve the(Mr O’Sullivan) As soon as we have the best
same thing. The first was our concern to avoid taxinginformation we can and the most recent information
domestic energy use. We have got a situation in thisfrom DEFRA, we will be keen to publish it and to
country which is improving dramatically but it is stillpass it on.
the case we have so many people on low incomes(John Healey) We will send you a copy of our
suVering from fuel poverty. That is simply anreport, and see if that helps.
unacceptable step to take for a government
concerned, as we started by discussing, to balance
environmental, social and economic issues. The

Mr Thomas second was we wanted to introduce, as I have
suggested, incentives on energy eYciency, and a47. Can I turn to one of your policy initiatives
Carbon Tax would not necessarily do that. Thirdly,addressing climate change, the climate change levy?
we have got a declared policy of wanting to see a levelThis is very contentious, you had quite a lot of
playing field in terms of the diVerent fuels. ThediYculty in introducing it, and there was criticism of
Climate Change Levy allows us to do that; theit. The initial forecast was that the climate change
Carbon Tax would not necessarily do so. Mr Collinslevy would generate £1.8 billion worth of revenue,

and in the PBR you stated that that in reality was wants to come in and make a point on that.
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(Mr Collins) You also mentioned emissions themost eVective way of achieving what we are going

to see in the pesticides field because it avoids some oftrading and I thought it might be helpful to remind
the Committee of the work that has already been the additional costs and complexities that inevitably

a taxation regime in this field would bring.done in the United Kingdom on emissions trading.
This April the world’s first economy-wide 52. Are you looking at least in the medium or long
greenhouse gas emissions trading regime went live in term at the need to somehow match some of the
the UK based on some £215 million of incentive modulation proposals that come out of CAP?Would
money provided by the Chancellor in SR2000. In it not be advantageous for you as the Treasury to do
addition, we are closely involved currently in some preliminary work on how that can be matched
negotiations on a European-wide emissions trading into a ring-fenced taxation system, whether it be
scheme, so there is quite a lot of progress being made pesticides or fertilisers, which would have an
on that. I think one can say quite safely that the UK environmental benefit but also would have a wider
is at the forefront of emissions trading as a flexible benefit and assisting on that shadow environmental
instrument for delivering reductions in emissions of scheme that we are all talking about now as growing
greenhouse gases. out from CAP reform?

(Mr O’Sullivan) I think we are generally looking at50. Thank you for that. It is obvious that you are
options we can use to improve the voluntarydoing a lot of work on emissions trading but not so
initiative and action generally on pesticides and whatmuch on the Carbon Tax. That does not seem to be
we might do in the way of incentives to help thata favoured option at the moment. The other
scheme, but I am not sure about any further linkagerecommendation of the PIUwas to do somework on
between that and what is going on in the CAP side.the shadow pricing of carbon so that could be

measured whether through an emissions trading 53. I hope I have raised that so you at least might
scheme or possible carbon tax or any other look at that.
environmental impact of other things such as a fuel (John Healey) I take that point, one of your
tax in the future. Are you doing work on that? purposes in doing so is to prompt us to give some
(John Healey) In general, PIU reports provided consideration to this. More generally let me add, if I

some useful context and ideas that the Government may, toMr O’ Sullivan’s point there, that DEFRA is
is looking at terms of the run-up to an Energy due to publish the Food and Farming Strategy fairly
White Paper. shortly on sustainable food and farming. Alongside
(Mr O’Sullivan) In terms of shadow pricing of that, the Treasury—

carbon,DEFRAhas already done quite a lot of work
54. Tomorrow I think.on this. There is a document in the public domain
(John Healey)—the Treasury will be publishingthat sets a range of values for carbon and I think £70

some of the work that we have done on considerationhas been used for some analytical work carried out
of economic instruments and the potential role thatby some departments. We could give you a reference
economic instrumentsmay have in achieving some ofto that or send you a copy.
the objectives we are setting for sustainable food and

51. That would be useful, thank you. Can I change farming. Following that, we will do further work
tack now to look at another area which is that of with a more full consultation on those sorts of
pesticides and you will have seen the report from this options during the course of next year. I will certainly
Committee recently on the Pesticides Initiative in have a look in the light of what you have said at the
which we more or less said give it another year and points you have made.
we will really get our teeth into it. Of course there is
a huge opportunity here particularly within the CAP
reform. We already have an opportunity for Mr Chaytor
modulation up to 20% but one of the advantages or

55. Minister, in your opening statement you saiddisadvantages of that is to match funds of some of
that growth based on short-term exploitation of thethat modulation away from production only. It has
environment is not sustainable. Do you think thatbeen suggested, for example, that you could
the recent growth in short-haul air travel ishypothecate revenues from a potential Fertiliser Tax
sustainable?and/or Pesticides Tax in order meet the greater
(John Healey) Quite frankly, that is a complexmoderation needs that would flow out of CAP

question that does not lend itself to an easy answer.reform. Is this something you are actively doingwork
on in the Treasury to see how you might be able to 56. There are only two possible answers.
meet those objectives? (John Healey) Not in my view of the world on the

basis of the information that I have that relates to(John Healey) The principal work that is being
done in the pesticides area is of course led by this. In a sense there are a couple of broad issues

when you look at the future of aviation. One is theDEFRA. I note the fair warning that you are giving
in terms of getting your teeth into this in a year’s question of demand, economic benefit and some of

the capacity questions that the Government is nowtime. As the Pre-Budget Report and the Budget
Statements of the Treasury have made clear, a considering, of which you will be well aware.

Secondly, looked at from an environmental point ofPesticides Tax remains an option, but equally our
whole approach to the use of economic instruments view, is a concern that, as things stand, the dynamics

of the market in air travel and aviation may not fullydoes not pre-determine an outcome that leads us to
the view that we should have taxation in every case. reflect some of the environmental costs and

consequences in terms of noise, in terms of emissions,There is a range of interventions, and in some cases,
including this one, our judgment is that if we can get and in terms of carbon as well. Therefore in the work

that the Government is doing towards thethe voluntary agreement right then this is likely to be
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production of a White Paper next year on aviation, Mr Barker
consideration of those economic issues, and the

62. I would like to pick up on something you saidcapacity issues, will be done alongside work we need
to Mr Thomas. You stated that it was an importantto do on whether we can build in more eVectively a
priority of the Government to eradicate fuel povertyrecognition of the environmental costs as well as the
as well as having an environmental impact. If thateconomic benefits that many would recognise and
was the case, why did you kill the Home Energyacknowledge with greater air travel.
Conservation Bill just before the summer?
(John Healey) I would not accept the description

57. So you are saying because I can travel by air to that you have just given.
Southern Spainmore cheaply than I can return tomy

63. Why not?constituency, that is not sustainable?
(John Healey) It is an interesting and important(John Healey) Once again I do not think that is question because I had started, Mr Barker, byreally a question that lends itself very easily to a yes describing the process that we attempt to undertakeor no answer. What it suggests is— in a disciplined and deliberateway of considering and

then balancing and weighing economic, social and
58. Is it logical that I can travel to Southern Spain environmental costs and consequences. If you take,

cheaper than I can travel to my constituency? for example, the situation which in many ways was
responsible for the degree of fuel poverty in this(John Healey) I agree it does not appear logical. It
country, which was under the previous Governmentsuggests that in some way there are failures of the
the very high level of VAT on domestic energy andmarket here. The environmental dimension—
fuel, when this Government came in in 1997 we
reduced to five per cent, which was the lowest that we

59. Consumers would see it as a success of the could, the rate of the VAT on fuel precisely to tackle
market that they can get to Southern Spain so this problem. Socially it was a very clear and
cheaply. This is the dilemma, consumers would see it important objective for us.We accepted that in doing
as the very success of the companies that are so there were negative environmental consequences
exploiting the market. How do we respond to that? and that as a result 0.2 million extra tonnes of carbon
(John Healey) In general we respond to it in the each year were produced.

way that I have indicated. Perhaps it is a fair
64. The question I asked was why you killed thecomment that in the past development in the aviation

Bill in the summer, having originally accepted it andindustry has not been accompanied by suYcient
given it support?scrutiny of its environmental consequences and
(John Healey) I was not directly involved in theimpact, but that is work the Government is now

discussions or decisions on that but I would hazard adoing and it is doing that alongside the development
suggestion that that Bill was not going to achieve theof the White Paper that is planned for next year.
objectives that the Government had and therefore it
was not an appropriate vehicle or legislation for

60. The Pre-Budget Report is absolutely silent on pursuing those.
air transport policy.

65. Why did it meet the objectives at the outset?(Mr O’Sullivan) We did indicate at the beginning
(John Healey) Mr Barker, if you would like aof the report where there was some discussion about

detailed view and explanation on this, I am verythe economic case for airport capacity in Chapter 3,
happy to provide that.but in terms of sustainability of air transport and
Mr Barker: If you would provide that, that wouldwhat we are doing about costs, there was an

be very good. I just wanted to point out the disparityindication that we will discuss with stakeholders the
between your statement that you wished to eradicateuse of economic instruments for mitigating the
fuel poverty and the Government’s action to kill theimpacts of aviation on the environment so use of
last Bill that attempted to do that in aeconomic instruments to encourage that we will be
comprehensive fashion.taking that process forward early next year.
Mr Francois: When you reply can you give us an(Mr O’Sullivan) It is page 139, paragraph 7.4.

indication onwhether theGovernment has altered its
position on that because there is likely to be another

61. I will look at that immediately I leave the Bill coming through very similar to that and it would
meeting. The Royal Commission on Environmental be helpful to know what the Government’s position
Pollution has published its most recent report on air will be this time round.
transport policy—and one of its recommendations is
there has to be some kind of climate change charge
within the European Union. Does the Treasury have

Mr Barkera view yet on that and, if so, have youmade your view
known to the Department of Transport in the course 66. I wanted to go back briefly to the aviation fuel
of its preparation for the Aviation White Paper? question once again and press you to indicate to this

Committee whether you and the Government will be(John Healey) It is an important, useful report
from the Royal Commission. In principle, there is a leading the way at the European level on seeking

some form of aviation fuel tax to recompense thecommitment already from the Government to being
able to internalise muchmore clearly and directly the climate change consequences of the growth in air

transport, recognising the diYculty that we recognisecosts of aviation, work that in government and
within government and across government we are as a diYculty, which is that this issue is excluded from

important international agreements such as Kyotodoing at the moment.
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and the World Summit that took place in means that for repairs, maintenance and

improvements, we can only have a reduced rate ofJohannesburg because of an ancient last century/
1930s Copenhagen Charter. VAT (which is probably, Mr Lucas, what you are

arguing for) for housing that is provided as part of a(John Healey) Chicago.
social policy. If the schedule of works that the

67.—Because of something that related to a time of hospital wanted to undertake for that piece of their
air transport that is nothing like the present system real estate did not fit that category, it could not be
and particularly the growth in cheap flights. Can you eligible as things stand not just in terms of UK policy
give a commitment at least that you will lead the way but because of the constraints of the European-level
on the European stage to ensure that some progress VAT Directive, it would not be eligible for reduced
is made on this matter? rate VAT, therefore the full rate would be payable.
(John Healey) Mr Thomas, whether you would

70. So nothing could be done about that situation?describe it as leading the way or not is a judgment for
(John Healey) As things stand, because we areyou. What I can say is that, first, we recognise that

bound by these formal agreements that we havethere are constraints at a European and international
across Europe, in this particular instance, if I amlevel including long-standing conventions such as the
right about its application, nothing could be done.Chicago Convention, which is an international one
Beyond that, the European Commission hasrather than a European one, but a part of the picture
undertaken to do a review of the regime of reducedhere. Secondly, we are having discussions at those
rates of VAT across Europe and the rules that applylevels about these very issues.
to them. We at the moment as the UK Government
(principally the Treasury) are looking at the sort of
priorities that we may have as the UK for seeing aIan Lucas
reform and change in the system. The best

68. Returning to the subject of VAT, can you information I have is that we had expected the
please rationalise for me why it is that we continue to Commission to produce its proposals and therefore
have a VAT exemption on greenfield sites whilst at to have a period of consultation and wider debate,
the same time charging VAT on developments on but these are likely at the moment, as things stand, to
brownfield sites. In a world of sustainable be published some time in the spring next year, and
development is that not completely ludicrous? it is in that context that issues such as the one that you

raised could be pursued, and if we were successful in(Mr O’Sullivan) The Government responded to
the Rogers Report and followed on from the Urban pursuing such issues and getting those changes at a

European level then thatwould introduce fresh scopeWhite Paper in 2001 with its position on
regeneration. The new development on the for reform of our own VAT regime for policy

purposes which at the moment we simply cannotbrownfield and greenfield sites is taxed at zero rate.
There is an issue that repairs and maintenance pursue.
improvements are taxed at a rate of 17.5% wherever. 71. Can I turn to another area where I think youAt the time the Government responded, it took the can do something about it at the present time. Weview that there should be targeted VAT reductions have already referred to the reduction of VAT onwhere it was going to deliver the greatest benefits. domestic heating bills for good social reasons as youHouses that had been empty for ten years got a zero have indicated. I am sure you are aware that B&Q, anrate and those over three years got the reduced 5% organisation that has often used very goodrate, and it was felt at the time that was the best environmental policies, last year ran a campaignbalance between encouraging development on whereby for a limited period it reduced its prices onexisting brownfield sites of existing property and the energy-saving products by the diVerence betweencosts involved. I think it remains under review. 17.5% and 5%, ie, the diVerent VAT rates, and that

was very, very successful indeed in terms of69. I will give a concrete example of why this
promoting sales of energy-saving products. Why is itparticularly upsets me. Before I came to the House I
that the Government will not move on this issue towas the non executive director of a hospital and part
promote energy-saving products by reducing theof the hospital was an old nurses’ home that needed
level of VAT charged from 17.5% to 5%?to be dealt with. The old nurses’ home could have

been improved and redeveloped without knocking it (John Healey) I have had a lot of correspondence
about this. Apart from the characteristics of thedown but because VAT was chargeable on

improvements to that particular part of the hospital, company, and as Mr Lucas outlined they do have
some quite eVective campaigns, we are bound, asthe hospital was actually compelled to knock it down

and to build a completely new building on the site. It things stand, on energy-saving products by some of
the same restrictions in the European-level Directive.seems ludicrous in a world where we are supposed to

be having a positive attitude to sustainable This is an area where we have said as a government
we want to try and make some progress and changedevelopment that the tax system that is in operation

at the present time forces an organisation like a in the course of the consultation and then the
decisions that the Commission will make about anyhospital to take that course. Can we not do

something about this? reform to the European-level VAT regime.
(John Healey) It is diYcult to make a judgment on 72. So again it is Europe’s fault?

a specific tax situation with that limited information (John Healey) It is not Europe’s fault but it isbut it is likely to be a slightly similar question to the European level rules that prevent us doing what youone you already asked. In that area I suspect that we and B&Q would wish us to do at present.would find in this country that we are constrained by
the European-level Sixth VAT Directive which 73. So you want to do it?
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(John Healey) We have committed ourselves on they (like all the Treasury oYcials) receive, the core

training on economic matters includingthis aspect of the regime to try andwin the arguments
to see change in the European level rules that would environmental questions, I could do that.
allow us to do the sort of thing that you are arguing (Mr Collins) I think theMinister has spelt out how
for now in the UK which, we cannot do at the these reports were considered at the ministerial level
moment. and, as he said, there were five departments with

whom bilaterals were held. At the oYcial level there74. So you would like to do it? was a parallel process, I suppose, for each of those(John Healey) We have said we would like to do it. departments whose sustainable development reportsWe have said we will argue for a change in the system were felt to show particularly significant impacts forthat will allow us to do it in the future. Decisions sustainable development. There were similar oYcialabout that will be taken as a result of the European meetings held to go through the sustainableCommission’s process and will be taken at a development report to identify areas where perhapsEuropean level. we thought further work was needed where perhaps
the Department needed to expand a little bit on the
information that it had provided, so we were then in

David Wright a position with Treasury ministers for bilaterals. For
each departmental sustainable development report,75. Minister, in your opening remarks you talked as with the wider departmental bids, there is a wholeabout Spending Review 2002 and you described it as process of analysis that goes on, carried out partly byperhaps the most green spending review process that the environmental experts within the Treasury forhas taken place yet. As part of that process sustainable development reports and by experts ondepartments have to submit sustainable development that particular policy area, so there is a spendingreports to you but at the moment the Government is team that looks at transport issues, a spending teamsuggesting they cannot be made public. Why is that that looks at health issues and so on, and those twothe case? Why can we not see the reports that come sets of people work together in order to produce anthrough and would it be a good idea if the Treasury overall assessment of a particular department’sproduced their reports in public? work.(John Healey) First of all, I was quoting the Green

Alliance which described the spending reviewprocess 77. Could you say whether, having gone through
that analysis, it was clear that some departments’as the “greenest yet”, they were not my words

directly. In a sense this Committee and the Treasury priorities had moved down and others moved up?
Was there a significant impact in spending decisionsand Treasury ministers have been over this ground.

The sustainable development reports that we made through that analysis?
required (as the Committee I think welcomed) of (Mr Collins) In terms of the spending review it is
each department as part and parcel of the bids they important to appreciate that it has two facets to it,
were making over the spending review period were one of which is the allocation of resources, the other
part of the internal policy documentation and of which is the setting of objectives and targets for
process that went on in the run-up to the spending those departments to pursue during the period
review period and, as such, and as with the other covered by the spending review. I think in the case of
documents that were submitted to the Treasury by objectives and targets the process had a very, very
government departments as part of that spending clear eVect. There have been a wider number of
review process, we regard them as internal policy departments that now explicitly set themselves
documents and therefore not appropriate to publish environmental and sustainable development
in the way that you suggest. objectives and targets, including the Treasury, than

had ever been the case before. That emerged solely as76. Who assesses them? Can you talk a little bit a consequence of this process, bringing out some ofabout the assessment process? What kind of training the particular consequences and some of thehave people had who are assessing them? What is particular impacts that those departments couldyour view on how successful each department was in have that perhaps would not have been picked upterms of delivering what was required in terms of during the normal run of analysis of departmentalthe report? submissions.
(John Healey) An honest assessment here would be

78. Minister, do you think that departments reallythat the quality of reports produced by the
went through that process or did they dress somedepartments—and this is the first time it was required
environmental factors around existing projects theyof them—was mixed. One of the features of the
already wanted? Could you give us an example of anspending review process was in this area there were
initiative or a project that was rejected on the basis ofmeetings between Treasury ministers and ministers
an analysis for sustainability?of at least five other departments. They were

meetings thatwere held to examine or discuss inmore (John Healey) I cannot give you oV the top of my
head an example in those specific terms. What I candetail some of the issues that were raised by the

sustainable development reports and in some cases say is I joined the Treasury in the last couple of
months before the spending review was confirmed soand in some areas it was because we felt that there

were questions and gaps in reports that had been I conducted one of the bilaterals that Mr Collins has
mentioned, and I have to say where there was aproduced as part of the spending review process by

the Treasury. If you would like one of my colleagues suggestion that departments’ sustainable
development reports were not up to scratch or thathere to describe the work that oYcials did as part of

the analysis in the creation of those sustainable somehow they were really missing an important
dimension to the sort of bids they weremaking or thedevelopment reports and the sort of training that
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policies that they were discussing with us and that we Revenue and they have in those organisations similar

and often greater expertise than some of thesewere looking to agree objectives and targets for, then
we gave them a pretty tough time. Clearly it was not specific environmental issues.
the only and in most cases would not have been the
decisive factor for decisions about targets, objectives

82. Specifically within the Treasury, how manyand spending, but where it was weak in this area, it
individuals in the two teams?undermined the case that we were making for the

resources that they were trying to bid for. (John Healey) Your original question was how
many are dedicated to sustainable development and79.What long-term analysis are you going to carry
I cannot give you a direct answer. All I am saying isout in relation to this for future spending review
I suspect you will not find people who are simply androunds? How are you going to strengthen the
solely dedicated to sustainable development issues,process?
but we will respond to that.(Mr Collins) Following the conclusion of SR2002,

we within the Treasury organised a seminar for
departments to get some feedback from them on this 83. As part of the general consciousness raisingparticular aspect of SR2002. In addition, as part of and the integration of policy across the department,the overall evaluation of the spending review this is what has the Treasury done to train people or raiseone of the issues that is being looked at. It is too early awareness? Did you not intend to have an awarenessat this stage to say quite what will happen in SR2004. raising session by the middle of this year?We are still at the very, very early planning stages for

(John Healey) Mr Collins started to elaborate thatthat, so I do not think we can make any definite
in response to MrWright so if he would like to carrystatements about what will happen next time round.
on and tell you about the seminar planned for

80. You canmake the commitment that this will be tomorrow in the Treasury which is part of what we
a key thing that you will pursue presumably, having are planning.
appeared here today? (Mr Collins) Certainly. I think there are probably
(John Healey) Yes and I think everything that we two sides to this. There are the specific bits of training

attempted to do for the first time in the spending and development that individuals go through as part
review process and that we have attempted to reflect of their general induction into life in the Treasury.
in the Pre-Budget Report and particularly set out in Obviously an important part of that is economic
our approach to tax on the environment suggests that analysis and the sort of core Treasury training
this is something we will develop further and it is courses that we are all required to undertake include
something we are not going to let go as the Treasury. a set component that particularly looks at

environmental issues and valuing environmental
factors. More generally—and this is the second
component to Treasury policy—we run regularlyMr Chaytor various seminars and conferences on environmental
and sustainable development issues. We have had81. Minister, can you tell us how many people you
two this year particularly on sustainablehave working in the Treasury on sustainable
development in SR2002. We had a seminar withdevelopment issues and where they are located? Is
Jonathon Porritt, Chairman of the Sustainablethere a dedicated team or do you only have the
Development Commission, back in May and we hadTreasury tax team?
a seminar with David Pearce who is a Professor from(John Healey) I cannot tell you that. I suspect there
University College, London, and a renowned expertmay not be an answer to that because, consistent with
on cost/benefit analysis particularly in thethe explanation that I have tried to give on a number
environmental field, scheduled for tomorrow. Soof fronts, what we are attempting to do is to build
there is a fairly steady stream of seminars andquestions and considerations about sustainable
development opportunities within the Treasury.development into all of our work across the piece

rather than have them isolated as a sort of specialist (John Healey) Are we able to extend an invitation
function. I will check that for you, Mr Chaytor, and to members of this Committee to attend that seminar
let you have that back.Wemaywell have experts that tomorrow?
are dedicated to this but the principal point I want to (Mr Collins) I do not see why not.
get across is that this is not a separate unit that we use
as a bolt-on to the policy making process. It is
something we are increasingly expecting of all 84. With longer notice that would have been very
oYcials in all policy areas to be taking into account interesting. Can I return to internal audit. Am I right
and be competent to do so. in thinking that internal audit has done its first review
(Mr O’Sullivan) I totally agree with that. of environmental issues recently and is that report
(John Healey) Good. going to be published? Is it going to be completed and
(Mr O’Sullivan) Always a good career move, is it is it going to be publicly available?

not! We do have an environmental and transport tax (Mr Collins) I would need to check that to find outteam that I head. We have an environmental precisely what is happening. I know that an audit ofspending team that covers rural aVairs. So on the tax that sort has been carried out, but I do not knowand spending side there is some core expertise what its status is at this precise moment in time. Ialthough we are keen to do this across the piece. It is would need to get back to you on that.also worth bearing in mind that a lot of the policy
Mr Chaytor: That would be useful.leads on tax are with Customs and the Inland
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Chairman: There may be one are two things youChairman
will want to follow up by written questions1 but I85. Minister, I think we will bring proceedings to a
think we will do it that way rather than prolong theclose. Thank you for coming to discuss a very wide
session. Thank you very much, Minister.range of subjects—I think that is the penance for

being a Treasury Minister—and doing it without
your jacket on, which I think is some sort of record.
(John Healey) I have to say I am regretting that

1 Please see supplementary memorandum from HM Treasury.now!

Supplementary memorandum from HM Treasury

Treasury Review of Environmental Tax Strategy

1. Apart from the very brief reference in Budget 2002, there was no public announcement of the Treasury’s
review and no formal consultation. Why did the Treasury not adopt a more inclusive and transparent approach?

The Treasury announced the Government’s intention to continue to develop its strategy towards
environmental taxation in discussion with other stakeholders in Budget 2002. The Treasury then held a series
of meetings during summer 2002 involving environmental groups, business groups and other government
departments and agencies to discuss the issues involved. The Government published its conclusions from this
process in Tax and the environment: using economic instruments, which was published alongside the Pre-
Budget Report.

The Government did not undertake a wider consultation as the aim of the review was not to gain general
views on the way it has taken forward environmental taxation. Instead, the aim was to seek opinions on the
approach which it has taken until now from specific groups (though many of them are representative bodies)
which have a particular interest and to reflect on these before the Government set out its principles and
approach for the future.

2. What were the terms of reference for the review? Who carried out the review, and what form did the review
take?

As set out above, the review was led by the Treasury, and involved meetings with key stakeholder groups.
The objective of the review was to consider experience in implementing environmental taxes to date and then
set out the principles which the Government believes should underpin use of environmental taxes along with
its approach to implementing them.

3. Was the agriculture strategy document, using economic instruments to address the environmental impacts of
agriculture, also produced as part of the review, or was it produced separately?

The document using economic instruments to address the environmental impacts of agriculture was
produced separately, following the Government’s statement in Budget 2002 that it would review the role that
economic instruments such as taxes could play in addressing the environmental impacts of agriculture.

4. Apart from the associated document, Tax and the environment, have there been any other outputs from the
review? Are any other outputs expected?

There have been no other outputs from the review of environmental tax strategy. Progress in developing
and implementing environmental taxes will be reported on in future Budgets and Pre-Budget Reports. We
will continue to discuss our approach with stakeholders.

5. Tax and the environment does not include any analyses of the scope for introducing environmental taxes in
diVerent sectors, and associated objectives and targets. Nor does it include any proposals for systematically
monitoring the implementation and eVectiveness of the strategy. How does the Treasury intend to address these
aspects in taking forward its environmental tax strategy?
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Tax and the environment: using economic instruments sets out the Government’s principles and approach
to environmental taxation. TheGovernment will consider the case for introducingmeasures to tackle specific
environmental issues on a case by case basis, taking account of the market failures involved and the scope
for using economic instruments to correct these.

Environmental objectives and targets are set out in the relevantGovernment environmental strategies, such
as those on climate change, air quality and waste.

The Government reports on progress in developing and implementing environmental tax measures in each
environmental area in Budgets and Pre-Budget Reports. The Government also reports on the environmental
eVectiveness of relevant tax measures in these documents. Separate plans are developed for evaluating the
eVectiveness of each measure. We intend to provide regular information by separately publishing tables 7.1
and 7.2 of the Pre Budget report and Budget on the Treasury website—and updating these as information
becomes available.

Screening and Appraisal

6. The Treasury stated in the Green Ministers Report 2001 that all proposed Budget tax measures were screened
for significant environmental impact. How many screenings were carried out for PBR 2002, and how many
environmental appraisals resulted?

As set out in the Green Ministers’ Report, all potential Pre-Budget Report and Budget measures are
screened for significant environmental impacts and environmental impact assessments are an integral part of
the policy making process. Where a significant impact is identified, policy teams provide advice to Ministers
on this aspect alongside other issues in the relevant submissions. As these appraisals are built into policy
submissions to provide joined-up and rounded policy advice, it is not possible to split out the number of
environmental appraisals provided in themanner suggested.However, table 7.2 of the Pre-BudgetReport sets
out environmental appraisals for all the new and ongoing policy measures which are likely to have significant
environmental impacts’.

7. Has the Treasury conducted any environmental appraisals of the impact of changes in North Sea oil taxation
regime? In particular, was the decision to abolish North Sea royalty payments subject to environmental
screening? If so, what were the results?

The Budget introduced important measures to modernise the taxation of the North Sea. The impact on the
environment of the changes to the North Sea fiscal regime were considered during the development of the
policy. At the time it was considered that overall, with the introduction of a 10% supplementary charge on
North Sea profits, 100% first year capital allowances for capital expenditure and, from 1 January 2003, the
abolition of North Sea Royalty, the package would have a neutral impact on the environment.

Questions Arising from Oral Evidence

Fuel duties

8. Can the Treasury set out a comparative appraisal table showing for each type of fuel (including hydrogen)
the associated costs and environmental benefits, and how these relate to the rate of duty charged?

Please see table at Annex A.

9. Please provide the outline appraisal (for biofuels) which you referred to in your response to question 11

Please see table at Annex B.

Pre-Budget Report 2002 announced a duty incentive for bioethanol 20ppl below the prevailing ULSP rate.
The Government’s approach to environmental taxation is set out in Tax and the environment: using
economic instruments, published alongside the 2002 Pre-Budget Report. This shows that the Government
considers a range of issues when introducing economic instruments to achieve environmental objectives,
including the value for money of the environmental savings expected, wider economic impacts and
distributional issues.

The size of the duty incentive for bioethanol was set carefully in order both to oVer environmental savings
representing value for money and to oVset additional production costs. The Government analysed the latest
available evidence of environmental benefits. Climate change benefits depend on the feedstock used for
bioethanol production; recent studies show that conventional bioethanol production from sugars or grain is
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likely to cut lifecycle CO2 emissions by approximately 50%1. In terms of air quality, testing commissioned
from the DTLR showed that when used with petrol, bioethanol provides moderate reductions in particulate
emissions compared to conventional petrol2. TheDepartment for Transport’s analysis is set out inmore detail
in the attached table.

The Government is also aware of additional benefits of bioethanol production in the UK that are harder
to quantify. These include:

— the diversification of market opportunities for arable crops;

— the potential to increase the security of fuel supplies over the longer term; and

— putting the UK in a better position to develop the technology and capacity to produce bioethanol
from ligno-cellulosic biomass, which oVers further environmental benefits over conventional
bioethanol production.

As the table attached illustrates, the Government has oVered generous duty incentives for biofuels that
exceed the quantified environmental benefits. This is to allow both for the unquantifiable wider benefits set
out above and in recognition of some of the estimates of production costs. However, the Government cannot
pursue the production of biofuels at any cost.

Waste and Incineration

10. You referred to an environmental health audit as an important next step in research on the impacts of
diVerent technologies and waste disposal methods. Can the Treasury clarify what he had in mind, whether or not
it has commissioned any research in this area or is going to do so, and what timetable it is proposing for this work?

The Government announced in the Pre-Budget Report that it will commission a review of the
environmental and health eVects of all waste management and disposal options. This is intended to be a
review which brings together existing information so that the health and environmental eVects of all these
options can be considered together on a consistent basis rather than in isolation. DEFRA will have lead
responsibility for this review, which will be undertaken during 2003.

11. Is the development of specific proposals, such as an incineration tax, now dependant on the “environmental
audit research”?

The conclusions of the review of the health and environmental impacts of waste management and disposal
options will help to inform the Government’s future decisions on waste policy, including the case for a
possible incineration tax.

12. What research has the Treasury conducted on an incineration tax? Is it completed, and what are the results
(so far)? Will the Treasury make available the work carried out?

HM Customs & Excise have undertaken some initial work on a possible incineration tax. One of the
conclusions of this workwas that a proper reviewof the health and environmental impacts of incinerationwas
necessary in order to help establish its environmental costs. At present there is very little clear and consistent
information on these costs.

Customs& Excise’ work has also considered possible design options for a tax, but has concluded that there
is no value in pursuing this further in advance of a decision on how a possible tax or other economic
instrument might be structured. The Government will therefore not be publishing the policy advice and
analysis for Ministers as at present it is too speculative in nature.

13. In the absence of an incineration tax, an increase in the landfill escalator may result in increased interest and
investment in incineration capacity. Has the Treasury carried out any analysis to this eVect? Does the Treasury
think it important to provide clear signals to business of the relative diVerentials which will apply?

Diversion of waste from landfill is one of the objectives of the increases in the landfill tax which were
announced in the Pre-Budget Report. The Government recognises that incineration potentially has an
important role to play as an alternative waste disposal route, along with other options. The Government’s
analysis has not determined the quantity of waste likely to be diverted to incineration as this is not possible
to model given the limited information currently available on potential future costs of alternative disposal
and recycling routes.

1 L-B-Systemtechnik Consultancy (2002) Well-to-Wheel Analysis of Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Advanced
Fuel/Vehicle Systems—a European Study.

2 Reading et al. (2002) Ethanol Emission Testing. AEA Technology. Oxfordshire.
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14. Could the Treasury clarify what analyses is being referred to in your response to question 28 and whether
they are publicly available?

The analyses referred to by the Economic Secretary’s response to question 28 include the reports on the
Landfill Tax Credit Scheme by the Environment, Transport and Regional AVairs Committee inMarch 2001,
by the Public Accounts Committee in July 2002, and by the National Audit OYce. These have all concluded
that the current scheme has weaknesses in a range of areas including transparency, accountability, value for
money, and monitoring and reporting on its eVectiveness.

Climate Change Levy

15. With reference question 46, we are unclear to what report you are referring to and would appreciate a copy.

The graph shown in Box 7.1 of the Pre-Budget Report is based on DEFRA projections contained in the
UK’s Third National Communication to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, which can be
found at: http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/3nc/default.htm.

Themost recent data on emissions has beenpublished byDEFRA in theHeadline Indicators of Sustainable
Development for the UK 2002, on the DEFRA website at http://www.sustainable-development.gov.uk/
indicators/headline/h9.htm. Progress on all the headline indicators was publishedmost recently in the pocket-
sized“Quality ofLifeBarometer” leaflet fromDEFRA,published in January 2003.Agraph showing thismost
recent data is at AnnexC.

It might also help to explain some of the footnotes to the graphs in Box 7.1 of the Pre-Budget Report.
Footnote two is intended to explain that the future projections of carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas
emissions took account of the expected impacts of the Renewables Obligation, the climate change levy and
the fuel duty escalator, in so far as this aVected fuel prices up to 1999 and is therefore reflected in current
duty rates. The UKClimate Change Programme, published byDEFRA in 2000, shows how the Government
expected emissions to be reduced from the projected levels in the absence of the programme (but including the
eVects of these three policies) to the projected levels with the additional measures set out in the programme.

In addition, Mr O’Sullivan mentioned the GES paper on the social costs of carbon emissions (available at:
www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/documents/taxation—work—and—welfare/taxation—and—the—environment/
tax—env—GESWP140.cfm). The range of estimates of the cost of carbon is being reviewed by DEFRA.

Energy Efficiency and VAT

16. You promised to provide an explanation of why the Government did not support the Home Energy
Conservation bill. In view of the likelihood of a similar Bill being presented again, it would be helpful if he could
clarify whether the Government has altered its position in any respect

The Government supported the revised Home Energy Conservation Bill (the original proposal, to
introduce wide-ranging changes to legislation governing Houses inMultiple Occupancy, having been revised
by its sponsor, Dr TurnerMP). However, theGovernment was compelled towithdraw this support at Report
stage following the introduction of an amendment that established new binding targets for improvements of
at least 30% in energy eYciency in residential accommodation by 2010. This amendment significantly changed
the nature of the Bill, and forced the Government to reluctantly withdraw its support.

The Government will be happy to consider any future Bill in this area should it be presented.

17. Has the Treasury/HM Customs and Excise carried out any analysis of the impact of harmonising the rates
of VAT on new building and renovations, as recommended in the Rogers report?

The Government carefully considered each of the recommendations in the report of Lord Rogers’ Urban
Task Force, including those concerning the harmonisation of the rate of VAT for new building and
renovations. The Government concluded that the most cost-eVective incentives to re-use existing buildings
could be given by the package of fiscal measures announced by the Government in the 2000 Pre-Budget
Report and Budget 2001, which included:

— introduction of a 5% reduced rate of VAT for the cost of converting residential properties into a
diVerent number of dwellings;

— an adjustment to the zero rate of VAT to provide relief for the sale of renovated houses that have
been empty for 10 years or more;

— an extension to the 5% reduced rate of VAT to the renovation of homes empty for three years or
longer;

— an extension to the 5% reduced rate of VAT to cover conversions of residential property into
residential communal homes such as care homes and homes with multiple occupation; and
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— introduction of 100% capital allowances for owners and occupiers for the costs of creating flats over
shops and similar commercial premises for letting.

The Government also announced stamp duty exemptions for property transactions in deprived areas and
a 150% accelerated payable tax credit for the costs incurred in cleaning up contaminated sites in order to
encourage further investment in run-down areas of the UK.

18. Annex H of the EC Sixth directive allows member states to introduce reduced rates for the “supply,
construction, renovation and alteration of housing provided as part of a social housing policy”, can the Treasury
explain why it is not possible to justify on social grounds a reduction in VAT on DIY sales of energy eYcient
products, when it has justified on social grounds a reduction of VAT on the installation of energy saving materials
by a professional contractor?

In the environment section of the European’s Commission Report on Reduced VAT Rates produced in
2001, the Commission confirmed that:

“Member States may nevertheless apply a reduced rate to operations in category nine of Annex H
[of the Sixth VAT Directive], which covers the supply, construction, renovation and alteration of
housing provided as part of a social policy. Thus, any overall supply of services including
construction materials, energy-saving products among them, used in the course of such operations,
as defined by each Member State, is eligible for the reduced rate of VAT.”

This provision only applies to installations of energy-saving materials by contractors and does not allow
a reduced rate for goods sold separately for DIY installation.

However, the Government has pressed the European Commission to bring forward early proposals to
allow a reduced rate of VAT for energy-saving materials purchased by private individuals for DIY
installation. The Commission has indicated that it will consider this request as part of the wider review of
VAT reduced rates scheduled for this year. The Government will continue to press for this addition to the
list of permissible reduced rates in the forthcoming negotiations on the Commission’s proposals.

Spending Review 2002 and Treasury Staff Awareness

19. What were the five departments with whom bilateral meetings were held with during SR 2002?

During SR2002, Ministerial bilaterals on sustainable development were held with DCMS, DTI, Defra,
DFID and DTLR.

20. According to information in the recent “Sustainable Development in Government” report, the Treasury
appears to devote the equivalent of only two staV specifically to support the sustainable development agenda. Is
this correct?

Given the wide-ranging nature of the Government’s sustainable development objectives and the
considerable extent of the Treasury’s involvement in their delivery it is very diYcult to provide a definitive
assessment of the amount of human resource the department devotes to the sustainable development agenda.
The Government believes that sustainable development should be mainstreamed throughout the department
and that all areas of work have a contribution to make to its delivery.

The information in the Sustainable Development in Government Report represents an assessment of the
number of staV who work specifically on supporting the department’s Green Minister and ENV (G)
committee. But in addition to this resource, policy teams, working on issues as diverse environmental
taxation, international poverty reduction or housing and urban policy are very directly supporting the
delivery of the Government’s sustainable development agenda.

21. The Treasury stated in a memorandum to the Committee last year that it would have a “raising awareness”
strategy in place by July 2002. When was the strategy put in place? Please provide a copy of the strategy

The Treasury recognises that staV awareness of environment and sustainability issues will be important to
the success of its Environmental Management System (EMS).

The EMS is still under development and a staV training and awareness-raising strategy is being prepared
as part of this process.
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22. The November 2001 Greening Government report stated that the only training provided for Treasury staV
on sustainable development was as part of reception training for all new entrants. Apart from reception courses,
what specific internal training on sustainable development is now provided to staV, and how many staV have
received such training?

During the past year the Treasury has organised a range of training opportunities specifically on
sustainable development. Seminars have been held on sustainable development and SR2002, on cost-benefit
analysis in environment policy and, on wider sustainable development issues, with Jonathan Porritt,
chairman of the Sustainable Development Commission. Treasury oYcials and Ministers have also attended
and participated in many external conferences and seminars relating to sustainable development issues.
Participation in training and development opportunities is not recorded centrally.

The Treasury is committed to implementing an Environmental Management System (EMS) for its main
oYce by 31 March and recognises that adequate staV training is one of the most important factors
contributing to the success of an EMS. As part of the process of implementing the EMS, we will introduce
a programme to raise awareness of everyone in the department to their roles and responsibilities.

Internal Audit Review of Environmental Wish

23. Has the internal Audit review of environmental issues been completed? What were the findings? Please
provide a copy of the report

The audit of environmental issues is in progress currently and will be completed before the end of the
financial year.

January 2003
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Annex A

Q8: Can the Treasury set out a comparative appraisal table showing for each type of fuel (including hydrogen) the associated costs and environmental benefits, and how these
relate to the rate of duty charged?1

CRITERION

Lifecycle Local Air Noise Waste Health Vehicle/ Fuel Fuel Duty Rate
CO2 Quality Policy and Engine Security

Safety Perform-
ance

FUEL COMPARISON
ULSP N/A 45.82 p/l
ULSD N/A 45.82 p/l
LPG ULSP ! O O O O O O 9 p/kg
LPG ULSD - ! ! O O O O 9 p/kg
NG2 ULSD O !! !! O O O ! 9 p/kg
Biodiesel ULSD3 !! O O !! ! O ! 25.82 p/l
Bioethanol ULSP4 !! ! O !! O O ! 25.82 p/l
Hydrogen ULSP/ULSD ! !! !! ! - ! ! Budget 2002 announced future

exemption for hydrogen used as a road
fuel

Methanol ULSP/ULSD ! ! O ! - O ! PBR 2001 announced fuel duty
exemption for pilot project testing this
fuel

Biogas ULSD !! !! !! ! O O ! PBR 2001 announced fuel duty
exemption for pilot project testing this
fuel

Key
!! Significant Benefit Compared to Conventional Fossil Fuel Specification
! Some Benefit Compared to Conventional Fossil Fuel Specification
0 Neutral
- Some Disadvantage Compared to Conventional Fossil Fuel Specification
-- Significant Disadvantage Compared to Conventional Fossil Specification

See notes on next page
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Notes

1 The table compares diVerent fuels against themost suitable comparator fuel (ULSDorULSP). For example, biethanol would tend to be used in lieu of ULSPwhereas
biodiesel would tend to be used in lieu of ULSD.

2 Natural gas infrastructure has the potential benefit that it could in the future be used as hydrogen infrastructure.
3 For most of these fuels, the exact lifecycle CO2 emissions will vary according to its production technique. For example, biodiesel made from waste oils is likely to

have more positive lifecycle CO2 emissions than biodiesel from rapeseed; and bioethanol produced from ligno-cellulosic feedstocks is likely to have more positive lifecycle
CO2 emissions than bioethanol produced from sugar and grain. Equally, biodiesel from waste oils has waste policy benefits that biodiesel from rapeseed does not have.
Broadly, an average has been used to produce this table.

4 The environmental impact of hydrogen varies greatly both according to its production technique and according to how it is used. For example, hydrogen used in
fuel cell vehicles is likely to emit zero tailpipe emissions whereas hydrogen used in traditional ICE vehicles will emit some NOx as a result of the combustion process.
Similarly, the CO2 emissions will depend on how the hydrogen is produced—hydrogen produced from fossil fuels will have limited CO2 benefits—where as hydrogen
produced from renewable resources will have large CO2 benefits.
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Annex B

Fuel Type Environmental Benefits (Pence per Litre)

CO2 PARTICULATES NOx TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT
Env Benefit Env Benefit Env Benefit

Range Urban Rural Urban Rural Low (incorp. Rural) High (incorp. Urban)

PETROL (ULSP)—BASEFUEL FOR ETHANOL N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Bioethanol
Conventional Prod. 2.65–4.23 0.0160 0.0047 0.0000 0.0000 2.6547 4.2460
(Wheat or Sugar Beet)
Ligno-cellulosic (Straw) production 3.72–4.85 0.0160 0.0047 0.0000 0.0000 3.7247 4.8660
DIESEL (ULSD)—BASEFUEL FOR DIESEL N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Biodiesel (RME)
Recovered 4.38–5.35 0.2125 0.0157 "0.0139 "0.0169 4.3788 5.5486
Vegetable Oil

Rape Seed 2.86–4.77 0.2125 0.0157 "0.0139 "0.0169 2.8588 4.9686

Notes
Monetised values for CO2 based on £/tonne of CO2 cited by HM Treasury and DEFRA (2002) Estimating the Social Cost of Carbon Emissions.
Environmental Benefit calculated by deducting the Social Costs (range) of the biofuel from the Social Cost (range) of the base fuel.
Figures for conventional fuels from NETCEN Emission Factors. Bioethanol figures from AEAT (2002) study Ethanol Emissions Testing, adjusted for 5% blend.
Biodiesel figures from EPA (2002) A Comprehensive Analysis of Biodiesel Impacts on Exhaust Emissions, adjusted for 5 per cent blends.
Monetised values for Particulates based on NETCEN (2002) Estimates of the Marginal Costs of Air Pollution in Europe. Urban Figure based on city with
population of 500,000 or more. Rural % £6000/tonne. Urban % £900,000/tonne. Rural includes motorway traYc.
Monetised values for NOx based on NETCEN (2002) Estimates of the Marginal Costs of Air Pollution in Europe. Urban Figure based on city with population of
500,000 or more. Urban % £1576/tonne. Rural % £1576/tonne. Rural includes motorway traYc.
Environmental Benefit calculated by deducting the Social Costs (range) of the biofuel from the Social Cost (range) of the base fuel.
Total calculations sum of low (high) of CO2 range combined with rural (urban) benefits figures.
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APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

APPENDIX 1

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Andrew Warren, Director, Association for
the Conservation of Energy

I amwriting to you in response to your request for responses to the issue of the Treasury’s attitudes towards
the use of the taxation system to achieve environmental objectives. In this response I shall be drawing very
largely from direct experience concerning the philosophy behind the introduction of the Climate Change
Levy. I shall also allude to the use of the one obligatory tax for all EU members, value added tax.

I write also as a member of the CBI’s Energy Policy Committee (although not on its behalf). Youwill recall
that the progenitor of the Levy was the Marshall enquiry set up in 1999, and headed by the then CBI
Chairman. That enquiry endorsed introducing an energy tax for the productive sector to encourage greater
energy eYciency, but with two important caveats. It insisted that the tax be broadly “revenue neutral”—in
other words, not a new “stealth” tax; and also required that a significant part of the revenue be earmarked
to assist companies in reducing their exposure to the Levy—actively helping them save fuel.

Those caveats were overtly accepted by government. Over and over again, it was stated that there would
be no attempt to increase government income. Instead at precisely the same time as the Levy was introduced,
National Insurance levels would be reduced. Initially that was to be at the rate of 0.5%, but by the time the
Levy became active, that had been become 0.3%.

It was described as part of the balancing-the-books exercise. At the same time, the maximum discounts for
heavy users were increased from 50% to 80%, granted in exchange for binding negotiated agreements from 43
industrial sectors. Each has undertaken to reduce energy consumption, in exchange for the lower rate of Levy.

It should be noted that all such agreements only commit companies to undertake investments which paid
back within a couple of years, and which had been forecast would occur anyhow under the oYcial business-
as-usual scenarios published in DTI Energy Paper 68. The fact remains that these are now savings which
Government can confidently anticipate, helpful in terms of meeting international climate change
commitments.

A small portion of the revenues has gone to fund the Carbon Trust. Although last year its total expenditure
was just £2.9 million, it is due to have a budget this financial year of £31 million, funding for which is
acknowledged to be drawn from the revenues of the Levy. In addition, there have been some extra sums for
renewables (equally benefiting households—which as the CBI correctly point out, don’t pay the Levy). Plus
some (tiny) losses incurred by deferrals on corporation tax, under Enhanced Capital Allowances.

But the main thrust of obtaining revenue neutrality has been regarding National Insurance. With
considerable publicity, this was able to be reduced from April 2001 by 0.3%, entirely because the Treasury
has received complimentary revenues from imposing the Climate Change Levy.

In macro-economic terms, that arrangement was acknowledged by your committee to be a very sensible
use of the tax system. It signalled that wewant to reduce bad things (excess energy consumption), and increase
good things (cut the cost of employing people).

From next April, the rate of National Insurance is to go back up again. The Levy receipts will however
remain, still guaranteeing revenue of £750 million per year. For just two financial years, the Climate Change
Levy package will have been a fine example of using the tax system to achieve socially desirable ambitions.
But fromnextApril, the Levywill become preciselywhat its critics argued: a nice little earner forGovernment.

The consequence of this volte face is also that it will heavily prejudice the public mind against any future
attempts to alter the tax system in an environmentally friendly way, if any of the options under consideration
include an increase in taxation. From now onwards the suspicion will remain that such taxes are being
introduced primarily in order to bolster the Treasury’s finances, and that any reductions in other taxes which
are claimed to be consequent upon this measure may well be swiftly reversed.

Indeed it would now appear that the only environmentally oriented tax changes which can be proposed
with credibility are those which decrease the Treasury’s income. In that context, we continue to draw the
committee’s attention to the absurd anomaly whereby the level of value added tax charged upon energy
conservation measures are, in certain cases, more than three times that on energy consumption. There is no
logical reason under Annex H of the Sixth VAT Directive why all legitimate energy saving measures cannot
be charged at the same VAT rate of 5% as is energy consumption—which is also the rate for an eclectic group
of energy saving measures.

I sincerely hope that your committee will continue to press the Treasury strongly on the important issue
of using the tax system to encourage environmentally friendly actions. This letter is simply to record our
concern that from next April any combined packages of tax increases and decreases will be perceived as
having infinitely less credibility.

January 2003
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APPENDIX 2

Memorandum from the British Association for Biofuels and Oils (BABFO)

BABFOmembership, at over 100, includes national and international companies, farmers, agricultural co-
operatives, re-cycled cookng oil manufacturers, academics and individuals.

Our comments are limited to:

(1) Levels of and justification for fuel duty rebates;

(2) Compulsory inclusion of biofuels in fossil fuels;

(3) Funding of measures necessary to encourage biofuel use; and

(4) Productivity issues associated with biofuel production from British farmland.

1. Levels of and justification for fuel duty rebates

We greatly welcome the recognition of biodiesel and bioethanol as road transport fuels with a potential to
improve local air quality, cut greenhouse gases, improve diversity of supply and enhance rural productivity.
We are however concerned at what seems like a certain lack of logic in fixing the levels of rebates necessary to
bridge the cost diVerence between fossil and biofuels. Any fuel duty rebate involves recognition of the whole
spectrum of advantages and relative disadvantages of alternative fuels against fossil petrol and diesel. The
Chancellor accepts this when he states that a whole range of economic, social and economic factors are taken
into account when fixing the level of rebates. However, perhaps on DfT briefing, we continue to hear a
diVerent story. As the Economic Secretary said in his evidence, paragraph 3, “We are pursuing diVerent
environmental objectives with the treatment that we are pursuing with the diVerent fuels”. This, with respect,
is illogical and muddled.

Liquid petroleum and compressed natural gas are fossil fuels with some ghg advantages, considerable
tailpipe emission advantages, little or no supply diversity advantage or economic development/employment
advantage. This mix of attributes warrants a duty rebate of the order of 40p/litre equivalent (9p/kg duty).
Those are the bangs, which the Government gets for it gas direct bucks. (Gas fuels represent about 0.25% of
road fuels on the last DTI data given to us).

Biodiesel and bioethanol provide a far higher level of ghg savings, bioethanol and to a lesser extent biodiesel
provide very considerable tailpipe emission advantages, as well as real diversity of supply and rural economic
and employment advantages. This mix of attributes gets only 20p rebate but any balanced assessment of all
the biofuel attributes must put these close to the total of the gas attributes. To be logical, the Chancellor must
take account of all the advantages and relative disadvantages of alternative fuels, not just the DfT’s
preferences. We submit that the advantages of the biofuels in meeting overall Government environmental
aims are at least as good as the gas fuels and so must warrant a similar level of rebate—40 ppl. The case is
more fully set out in the paper Analysis of Costs and Benefits from Biofuels compared to other Alternative
Transport Fuels, available from BABFO.

The Economic Secretary correctly states that some biodiesel is coming forward with the 20p rebate but this
is all from re-cycled cooking oil which is in limited supply and rapidly rising in price due to the new demand.
Overall, probably no more than 75,000 tpa will be available from this source. 1 million tpa is the level of
supply which could be forthcoming from mainsteream UK agriculture.

We believe theGovernment should be very cautious in its pursuit of hydrogen as a road fuel until such time
as the energy balances have been properly assessed. According to US sources, it takes twice as much energy
to produce hydrogen as is available at point of use in a vehicle. There could therefore be massive upstream
CO2 and/or other environmental problems arising from making the hydrogen even if nuclear power is
invoked. By contast, the biofuels are energy positive.

2. Compulsory inclusion of biofuels

As an alterantive or addition to duty rebates to encourage biofuel use, the Government could consider
introducing a mandatory level of biofuel inclusion, (perhaps the 2% by 2005, 5.75% by 2010 proposed by the
EU Commission), to ensure that the environmental benefits were available to the nation.

3. Funding of measures necessary to encourage biofuel use

With Brent Crude at $25/barrel and present farm costs, a rebate of the order of 30 ppl is needed by the
major players to enable them to invest the many £ millions needed to establish serious biofuel plants. If Brent
Crude reached and maintained $35–£40/barrel and biofuel costs remained as now, little or no rebate would
be needed. There will not be a liquid biofuel industry of substance under current costs/prices unless a level or
rebate close to 30p is introduced. Small incremental steps are likely to be ineVective. Mr Sullivan (paragraph
9) inevitably answered these points in a rather arbitrary way. We can however assure him that there is little
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chance of any environmental benefits arising from a 20 ppl rebate as there will be no serious production of
biofuels at this level. We hope the Government will not repeat the farce of its biomass policies where £81
million has been wasted on researching loss making crops for uneconomic/bankrupt electricity generators
(ARBRE) which expenditure has resulted in no CO2 savings whatsover.

UK transport fuel use is currently some 35 million tonnes per annum. 2% of this is 700,000. A 30p rebate
on 700,000 tonnes of biofuel would cost approximately £250 million, equivalent to about 0.7 pp on the
remaining fossil fuel. This would not be a major burden and would adhere to the principle that the polluter
should pay.

If inclusion of biofuels into mineral fuels at say a 5% mandatory blend, the oil companies and their
customers would pick up the cost rather than the taxpayer.

4. Rural productivity issues

At least 600,000 ha, nearly 1.5 million acres are currently wasted under set aside. This is an aVront to
common sense. We also export as much as 2–3 million tonnes of wheat in a year. The set aside land could
produce 1 million tonnes of biodiesel/bioethanol and the wheat if processed in the UK about 290,000 tonnes
of bioethanol. To use our land productively for road fuel production seems only sensible especially as the
basic farm overhead costs would be spread over more productive activities. It is vital that the EUMid Term
Agricultural Review does not prevent the growing of fuel crops on land set aside from food production.

December 2002

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum from British Sugar

The Case for Bioethanol

British Sugar—Introduction

British Sugar is part of the Associated British Foods group which together form the largest purchaser of
agricultural products in the UK. British Sugar’s six beet processing factories use highly eYcient Combined
Heat and Power technology, at present mainly gas-fired. Both British Sugar and Allied Mills maintain close
contractual links with UK’s arable producers.

At various times in the past, British Sugar has considered the merits of developing bioethanol production
in the UK. At that time, feasibility studies concluded that the commercial case was not suYciently sound
without disproportionate Government intervention.

However, in 2001, following an unsuccessful application for a bioethanol project under the Chancellor’s
Green Fuel Challenge, the company decided to review the Government’s current environmental and related
policies to evaluate these once again against the commercial feasibility of developing bioethanol production
in theUK. This evaluation has been based initially on cereals and sugar beet, leading in time to lignocellulosic
feedstock. We have also undertaken a thorough review of the literature to assess the current understanding
of the environmental benefits of bioethanol, as well as the potential for increased economic development in
the UK.

Our report (Annex 1)1 was presented to the DEFRA Non-Food Crops Forum and thereafter widely
disseminated around the various Departments dealing with the issue—that is, the Treasury, Customs &
Excise, DfT,DEFRA andDTI. In this report a clear case wasmade that bioethanol couldmake a substantial,
and rapid, contribution to the Government’s objectives for emissions reduction (including Kyoto and
domestic targets), rural economic development, air quality and long-term fuel security. To justify investment
in a new bioethanol industry, a duty rate cut of 26–30 p/litre was concluded as being necessary to enable it
to compete with the oil industry.

The Treasury Response

Wewere gratified that the Treasury and the otherWhitehall Departments so readily accepted the potential
environmental and socio-economic value of bioethanol, as evidenced in the announcement in the PBR for a
duty rate cut of 20 p/litre. Nevertheless, we should state clearly that at the present time, and under the
assumptions contained in our report to Government, that this would be insuYcient to support investment in
a bioethanol industry in the UK. We note that Customs & Excise will be consulting on the best time to
introduce the duty cut and we will participate fully in this exercise.

1Not printed here.
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For ease of reference we have based our specific observations relating to the PBR announcement on the
comments made by the Economic Secretary, John Healey, to the Committee in the oral evidence session on
11 December 2002.

Environmental benefits

The Government appear to have accepted that bioethanol oVers significant advantages in terms of CO2

emission reductions and air quality improvements (cf for example Lord Whitty in the House of Lords on
5 December 2002, Col 1363). While the Treasury are not explicit about their calculations they claim that a
20 p/litre reduction will be suYcient to access these benefits.

The conclusions from our ownwork suggest that this will not be the case. The environmental and economic
benefits are dependent on the development of an indigenous UK industry which will not be stimulated by the
20 p/litre duty reduction announced in the PBR. A detailed environmental benefit appraisal, as requested by
the Committee from the Economic Secretary, would be invaluable in confirming the real level of duty rate
cut and associated conditions that would be needed to access these benefits.

Bioethanol duty reduction and imports

The Treasury claims that the 20 p/litre cut has been set at a level that would allow UK production to
develop at a pace suYcient to stop widespread imports. Our analysis suggests otherwise.

We take the Treasury’s point that an excessively high duty rate cut would be undesirable, but we have never
argued that the duty rate should be taken down to zero, or even to that previously oVered for the road fuel
gases. Instead we have suggested a much more modest reduction of 26–30 p/litre (the precise figure would
depend on an analysis of prevailing oil and bioethanol raw material costs) which we are convinced would be
suYcient to support the initial large capital investment for a UK bioethanol industry, thereby giving imports
genuine competition. Without this, the market will indeed be left to imports with the result that the Kyoto
and economic benefits will not accrue to the UK, and fuel security concerns will not be addressed.

Market stimulation and the pace of development of bioethanol production in the UK

We believe that the Treasury take an unnecessarily gloomy view of the potential pace of development of
the new industry in the UK. Speaking for British Sugar, we envisage production starting in 2005 and we are
aware of others with similar views.

Our model has been developed using cereals or sugar beet as feedstock, ample quantities of which could
be made available from exports or from available land throughout the UK. For example, some 3–4 million
tonnes of cereals are exported from the UK and there could also be stocks of world price sugar available.
Alternatively, arable land could be converted for bioethanol production either from set-aside, or from the
reducing area needed for food production.

Furthermore, the technology for conventionally produced bioethanol is well-known and can be readily
applied in the UK. British Sugar and ABF have made it clear that, with the appropriate duty cut, they would
be ready to make substantial investments in a new bioethanol industry as soon as practicable.

A comparison between bioethanol and biodiesel

We agree with the Treasury that small volumes of biodiesel production have been stimulated by the duty
cut announced last year. However, we believe that this is based exclusively on production from waste
vegetable oil and not from crops such as oilseed rape. As far as bioethanol is concerned there is no equivalent
intermediate waste stream. The waste benefit will eventually come from the conversion of woody biomass
(lignocellolosic feedstocks such as straw); a technology which is not yet available commercially and is
currently much more expensive.

We therefore believe that the Government may be unwittingly creating confusion by suggesting that there
is a direct parallel to be drawn between the path of bioethanol development and that for biodiesel, and by
retaining a parallel duty cut. The two products are very diVerent in terms of production economics and routes
to market.

The development of ligno-cellulosic bioethanol

The Government have said that they will consider giving further support for the production of ligno-
cellulosic bioethanol. While we would applaud this, we would point out that the creation of a conventional
bioethanol industry is an essential pre-requisite, to provide a stepping stone towards more innovative future
technologies, to develop the commercial infrastructure andmarkets, and to enable theUK to compete against
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imports. Without this, we risk losing the market to overseas competition before the new technology can
become available and able to deliver significant volumes.

We therefore believe that a new bioethanol industry in the future based on lignocellulosic technology alone
is illusory.

Socio-economic benefit

We note that the Treasury view takes no account of the potential increased economic activity that a new
industry would release. Our report to the DEFRA Non-Food Crops Forum quotes the European
Commission calculations and extrapolates these to suggest that the UK could benefit from 20–30,000 new
jobs with resultant revenue inflow for the Government, from a 5% inclusion rate on petrol. Rather than rely
on this, however, we understand that the East of England Regional Development Agency has commissioned
research on the economic impact of a new bioethanol industry. We understand that the results of this study
will be available shortly.

An incremental approach

British Sugar is puzzled by the Economic Secretary’s reference to a “big bang” on biofuels. We suspect
that this may be a reference to the Treasury’s fear that consumers would too readily take this option up with
consequences toGovernment revenue.We believe that, with the appropriate duty cut, themarket will develop
of its own accord in a steady and controlled way.

Incremental duty cuts would be of no value in regulating the speed of change and would be positively
disadvantageous if imports were encouraged and the UK obtained no environmental or socio-economic
benefit. What is certain is that biofuels are gaining an increasing foothold in Europe and elsewhere in the
world and it will only be a matter of time for them to come into the UK where, on the Government’s present
strategy, they would meet no indigenous competition.

To answer the Committee’s specific question we do not believe that an incremental duty cut approach will
achieve the desired outcome for bioethanol. On the contrary, we believe that a duty cut of 26–30 p/litre would
be appropriate and in no way “radical” in terms of concessions given elsewhere. By contrast, however, the
contribution to reductions in transport emissions from bioethanol could be significant and rapid—in a sector
which is noticeably lagging behind in its contributions to the UK’s Kyoto and domestic targets.

January 2003

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum from Cargill PLC

Introduction

Cargill is an internationalmarketer, processor and distributor of agricultural, food and industrial products
and services. As a major player in UK agri-industry, we believe that the UK agricultural industry can quickly
produce suYcient oilseed rape to supply a significant proportion of the UK’s diesel requirement through
biodiesel. Biodiesel is already widely used in Europe and the United States, and has proved itself to be a
commercially viable, environmentally friendly road transport fuel.

However, the current duty rate of 25.82p per litre is too high to ensure that a viable biodiesel industry will
develop in the UK. The major purpose of the biodiesel duty rate reduction which came into eVect in June
2002 was to create a level playing field between biodiesel and Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (ULSD), taking into
account the extra costs of biodiesel production. However, many of the variables the Government examined
when deciding to reduce the duty rate to 25.82p, a derogation of 20p for biodiesel, have since changed. This
means that further duty reductions will be necessary if a true level playing field is to be created for biodiesel
in the UK.

The Treasury’s duty rate calculation should take account of shifting market prices on an annual basis, and
adjust the derogation for biodiesel accordingly. This would typically result in a derogation between 26p and
30p per litre, or in other words, an overall duty rate of between 15.82p and 19.82p per litre.

Government Strategy Towards Biodiesel

The Government awarded biodiesel a duty derogation in Budget 2001, set at 20p per litre below the ULSD
rate, a rate which came into eVect in July 2002. This was intended to support the production of biodiesel and
allow theUK to benefit from the reduced greenhouse gas emissions it can oVer. David JamiesonMP,Minister
for Transport, also recently announced that local bus operators would benefit from a 100% fuel duty rebate
on biodiesel.
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It is important to distinguish between the case for preferential treatment for biodiesel per se, and the reasons
for setting the duty rate derogation at the specific level of 20 pence per litre below the rate charged on Ultra
LowSulphurDiesel. TheGovernment is now convinced on the first of these, the benefits of increased biodiesel
consumption to the UK:

— Biodiesel’s environmental credentials are well known. Lord Whitty recently spoke of “the
significant life-cycle reductions in CO2 emissions compared with the now standard ULSD” that
biodiesel can oVer.

— Government ministers have also spoken at length about the positive impact a domestic biodiesel
industry could have on the rural economy. It can present farming communities with valuable
diversification opportunities in the wake of the crises that have hit the rural economy in the last
10 years.

John Healey MP, Economic Secretary to the Treasury, listed a number of factors that the Treasury took
into account when reducing the duty charged on bioethanol when he appeared before the Environmental
Audit Committee on 11 December. These are also valid for biodiesel:

— The balance between the cost to the public purse and the benefits the UK would gain

— Market stimulation eVect: The Treasury believes that the biodiesel market has been stimulated by
the 20p derogation. Indeed, the Pre-Budget Report states, “Biodiesel is now establishing a market
across the country; more than 300,000 litres were sold in October—a five-fold increase in sales since
the introduction of the duty incentive—and it is expected that biodiesel will be available at over
eighty fuel retailers by the end of the year” (HM Treasury: Pre-Budget Report November 2002).

Cargill remains sceptical that these measures will allow the Government to achieve its policy objectives for
biodiesel. The 100% fuel duty rebate on biodiesel for bus operators will make little material diVerence to the
biodiesel market, as bus operators already receive an 80% rebate on conventional diesel.

Cargill’s calculations have also shown that a commercially viable biodiesel industry based on oil-seed rape
crops will not develop at the current duty rate. The majority of proposals for biodiesel production that have
been forthcoming to date are based on biodiesel generated from recycled vegetable oil. The size of this market
is limited, and there are some concerns about the quality of the final product, mainly because of the dispersed
nature of collection.

The Future of the UK Biodiesel Industry

The Government has committed itself to “annually reviewing the production cost of biodiesel, including
the relative production cost of rape methyl ester and recovered vegetable oil, and the movements of rapeseed
prices relative to fossil fuels to ensure that any possible overcompensation is excluded” (European
Commission state aid decision). However, HM Treasury should acknowledge that there is equally a risk of
under-compensation, especially when one considers the shifts in production costs and input prices over the
last few years. Cargill believes that the Treasury should review the duty rate in an open and transparent
fashion on an annual basis, in consultation with key stakeholders.

Cargill’s calculations suggest that, at current market prices, a duty rate of 28 pence per litre would be
necessary in 2003 if biodiesel is to be competitive vis-à-vis ultra low sulphur diesel. We believe that this rate
will typically be between 26p and 30p per litre. This estimation is based on our production cost estimate of
41.5 pence per litre, as compared to the Government’s estimate of 35.39 pence per litre, and a more probable
“consumption penalty” of 7.5% (rather than the 6% figure used by the Government). Our figures lead to a
real production price diVerential between biodiesel and fossil diesel of 29.93 pence per litre; the Government’s
figures result in a diVerential of 19.71 pence per litre.2

A duty derogation between 26p and 30p per litre would initially yield carbon dioxide savings of 300,000
tonnes per year, based on a 1% biodiesel uptake as a percentage of national diesel consumption.

Conclusion

Cargill is disappointed that the Chancellor did not signal his intention to reduce the duty rate levied on
biodiesel in the Pre-Budget Report. Further action will be necessary from HM Treasury if a meaningful
biodiesel industry is to develop in the UK. The Government needs to consider action on this front as soon
as possible, as state aid and derogation applications will have to be made to the European Commission, and
the necessary crops will have to be commissioned. A further duty rate reduction would place biodiesel and
Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel on a level playing field, and would allow biodiesel to make a strong contribution
to the UK’s targets for greenhouse gas emissions under the Kyoto Protocol.

December 2002

2 Government estimates are taken from the European Commission’s state aid decision for biodiesel (C 2002: 933fin). A more
detailed exposition on the duty rate calculation can be found in Cargill’s Pre-Budget Submission to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer (annex to this memorandum).
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Annex

Pre-Budget submission to the Chancellor of the Exchequer October 2002

Introduction

Cargill is an internationalmarketer, processor and distributor of agricultural, food, financial and industrial
products and services. As a major player in the UK agri-food industry, we believe that UK agriculture can
quickly produce suYcient oilseed rape to supply a significant proportion of the UK’s diesel requirement
through biodiesel. Biodiesel is already widely used in the United States and Europe and has proved itself to
be a commercially viable, environmentally friendly road transport fuel.

However, the current duty rate of 25.82p per litre is too high to ensure that a commercially viable biodiesel
industry develops in the UK. This is in spite of the fact that biodiesel has a range of advantages over the
remaining alternative road transport fuels, many of which benefit from a more favourable duty regime. The
major purpose of the duty rate reduction which came into eVect in Budget 2002 was to create a level playing
field between biodiesel and Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (ULSD) to take into account the extra costs of the
biodiesel production process. However, many of the variables the Government took into account when
deciding to reduce the duty rate to 25.82p (a decision originally made in Budget 2001) have since changed,
as we demonstrate below. This means that further duty rate reductions will be necessary to create a true level
playing field for biodiesel in the UK.

In the light of this, Cargill calls on the Government to increase the duty derogation granted to diesel to
between 26p and 30p per litre. This would give an overall duty rate of between 15.82p and 19.82p per litre.

Biodiesel and Government Policy Objectives

Environmental policy

TheKyoto Protocol commits the UKGovernment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5% relative
to 1990 levels, by 2012. The transport sector accounts for 22% of all greenhouse gas emissions according to
Department of Trade and Industry figures. Emissions from this sector increased by 5% between 1990 and
2001, and continue to rise. Recent statistics published by the Department for Transport show that the overall
level of car use has risen by 1.3% in the last year, and motorway traYc has risen by 1.6%. However, this
increase has not been accompanied by a proportionate increase in the uptake of environmentally friendly
fuels. As a consequence, many of the Government’s eVorts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have
concentrated on the transport sector through the promotion of public transport alternatives and the
encouragement of a shift from traditional petroleum-based fuels to alternative fuels generated from
renewable sources.

The joint DTI/DEFRA/HMT strategy on Powering Future Vehicles, published in July 2002, is a key part
of these eVorts. Whilst the strategy depends mainly on a combination of gas-based fuels, hydrogen fuel cells
and electric vehicles, the Government admits that “although the ultimate low-carbon destination looks likely
to be fuel cells using renewably-produced hydrogen, the detailed route to that destination will depend on how
the many technical issues are resolved” (Powering Future Vehicles: The Government Strategy: p.6).

Whilst the environmental credentials of some of these fuels are not in doubt, there are substantial hurdles
in the way of their medium and long-term development, and these “technical issues” are likely to take some
time to be resolved. There are substantial costs associated with the creation of a Liquid PetroleumGas (LPG)
infrastructure in the UK, and the development of such an infrastructure will take considerable time. Vehicles
also need to be retro-fitted to allow them to function on LPG. There are currently fewer than 55,000 LPG
vehicles on the road, and gas vehicles are still not allowed on Channel Tunnel trains for safety reasons.
Availability of compressed natural gas (CNG) is even more limited.

Hydrogen cells suVer from the same infrastructure problems as the gas fuels, and will not be available for
day-to-day use for some years. The Government’s Powering Future Vehicles strategy states that “most
experts feel that fuel cell cars are not likely to reach viable mass-market cost before 2010 to 2015.” Recent
reports have speculated that they may not be in everyday use until as late as 2020. Biodiesel, on the other
hand, has strong environmental credentials, and has the advantage of being readily available. The fuel does
not require any additional infrastructure provision or expensive vehicle conversion.

Policymakers have spoken at length about the potential for biodiesel and other biofuels to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The 20p rebate awarded to biodiesel last year was, in part, an indication that it had
“won” the Green Fuels Challenge. The European Commission’s communication on alternative fuels for road
transport, published last year, stated that “[biofuels] are CO2 neutral since their carbon content is captured
from the atmosphere (European Commission: Communication on Alternative Fuels for Road Transport
2001: p.5). Franz Fischler, EC Agriculture Commissioner, recently stated that “[biofuels] can make an
important contribution to reduce (sic) carbon dioxide emissions, reinforcing the strategy of sustainable
development of the Union” (Speech, 28 September 2001).

Security of supply is also an issue of key concern, especially in light of the current instability in the Middle
East. In a recent speech to the RUSI Energy Security Symposium, Peter Hain MP drew attention to this
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problem, saying that “There is no better way to enhance our energy security, and thus to increase our ability
to pursue our broader foreign policy objectives, than by finding innovative and cost-eVective ways to reduce
our dependence on oil as a transport fuel.” As Hain admits in his speech, renewable energy technologies have
a substantial role to play in this context. Biodiesel, as a readily available, renewable road transport fuel, could
make an important contribution.

The potential of biodiesel in these fields was recognised in the European Commission’s Communication
on alternative fuels and biofuels directive, published last year. The directive proposes to establish a minimum
level of biofuels as a proportion of total fuels sold from 2005, starting with 2% and reaching 5.75% by 2010.
A number of other European countries, including Germany, France, Austria and Italy, already have a
substantial biodiesel sector, accompanied by encouraging tax incentives for environmental purposes. TheUK
duty regime, however, currently puts the potential British biodiesel industry at a comparative disadvantage
to a number of other countries in the European Union.

Agricultural Policy and the Rural Economy

The devastation caused by Foot and Mouth Disease last year inflicted serious damage on the economic
fortunes of farmers, and had wide-ranging repercussions for the rural economy. The report of the Policy
Commission on Food and Farming, published under the stewardship of Donald Curry, was published in
January 2002. The Policy Commission’s final report recommended that the duty rate on biofuels be reduced
to 4.5 pence per litre, in line with the rate currently levied on the gas fuels. Whilst Cargill does not believe that
a derogation of thismagnitude is necessary, a reduced duty rate would encourage diversification in agriculture
and would boost the economic fortunes of the rural economy. The National Farmers Union and the Country
Land and Business Association (CLA) have expressed strong support for biodiesel on account of the
diversification it would encourage.

Farmers do, of course, have a range of other diversification opportunities, one of which is the growing of
energy crops for biomass and electricity generation. There is a perception in some circles of a conflict between
biomass and road transport biofuels, and that a shift of land-use from biomass applications to biodiesel
would infringe upon the Government’s abilities to meet its targets under the Renewables Obligation.
However, this fails to take account of a number of recent developments in the biomass industry. The recent
demise of the Arbre project, a willow-burning power station near Selby in Yorkshire, seems to suggest that
biomass is not performing as strongly as originally anticipated. Miscanthus is proving to be uneconomic and
yield rates are poor. Increasingly, the best biomass opportunities are seen to be presented by the straw by-
product of the oilseed crop grown for biodiesel production. Recent research conducted by ECOTEC shows
that the output/input ratio for biodiesel increases from 1.78 to 3.71 if the straw is utilised as an energy source.

There is, therefore, no conflict between biomass and biofuel. The CLA agrees with this verdict, stating
recently, “We think there is no conflict . . . Arable land will, if the right conditions are put in place, be ideally
suited for the production of oil for diesel engines” (CLA Submission to the Department of Trade and
Industry: Developing Energy Policy: Key Issues for Consultation for White Paper).

British Biogen, the trade association for the UK biomass industry, also sees no conflict. In its response to
the DTI Energy Policy consultation, it pushed the advantages of both biomass and biofuel, adding, “Modern
technology is creating a new opportunity for bioethanol and biodiesel to make a significant contribution to
the transport fuel market . . . With the appropriate fiscal incentives, biofuels for transport are capable of
delivering a range of policy objectives, notably, low carbon transport fuels, increased fuel security and
development.”

The Duty Rate Calculation

The current duty rate of 25.82 pence per litre was announced in Budget 2001, coming into eVect in Budget
2002. The new duty rate was set at 20 pence per litre below the Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel rate, and was
intended to “oVset the additional production costs of biodiesel and permit theUK to benefit from the reduced
greenhouse gas emissions that this fuel can oVer” (Budget 2001: HC 279: p.112).

Cargill studied the European Commission’s state aid decision for the biodiesel rebate (European
Commission: State Aid No 804/2001: Reduced rate of excise duty on biodiesel C (2002) 933fin) with great
interest, as it provides a detailed exposition of the thinking and calculations behind the Government’s
decision.

The rebate does not count as aid to promote the economic development of an area where the standard of
living is abnormally low or where there is serious unemployment under Article 87-(3) (a) of the Treaty. Given
the current malaise in rural areas, Cargill believes there would be a good case for introducing a rebate on this
basis, as we have explained above.

There would also be good reason to see the rebate as aid to facilitate the development of certain economic
activities under Article 87-(3) (c) of the Treaty. The Government does justify its decision partially on these
grounds, as the aid was designed to enhance the use of environmentally friendly fuels in order to reduce the
emission of greenhouse gases. As detailed previously, there are powerful arguments for making further duty
reductions on this basis.
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Central to the Government’s decision to grant the duty rebate, though, is the cost diVerential between
biodiesel and ultra low sulphur diesel. The Commission decision states that the UK authorities argued that
“the duty reduction is only intended to oVset the additional production cost [of biodiesel relative to
conventional diesel] to enable it to be sold at a similar price to conventional diesel” (C(2002) 933fin: p.2).

The duty rate reduction at its current level was originally announced in March 2001; there have been
significant changes in the market since that date. Cargill has conducted detailed research on the production
costs of biodiesel, and believe that further duty reductions are necessary if the UK biodiesel industry is to
produce the fuel at a competitive price. The ineVectiveness of the current duty rate has been demonstrated
by the lack of actual investment to date.

There are still very few functioning biodiesel pumps in the UK, and any domestically produced fuel that
is available is generated from recovered cooking oil. This will yield only limited environmental benefit, and
will make no additional contribution to the livelihood of UK farmers.

The final decision document from the European Commission refers to a production cost estimate of
35.39ppl, based onmedium-scale production of 30,000 to 60,000 tonnes per annum, fromwhich the UK duty
rate has been derived. This figure appears to be based upon outdatedmarket price information and an unduly
optimistic estimate of production costs. Taking the current rapeseed price of £168 per tonne delivered to our
plant in Liverpool, and realistic costs for processing the seed, refining the oil and esterifying the finished
rapeseed oil to produce biodiesel, we calculate the total cost to be around 41.5ppl. Further, we use a more
probable “consumption penalty” of 7.5% (rather than the 6% referred to in the Commission decision) and a
fossil diesel pre-tax production cost of 14.68ppl. I have summarised this data in Annex 1 of this submission.

In the light of this evidence, Cargill believes that a further derogation is necessary if biodiesel is to be sold
at a competitive price vis-à-vis conventional diesel. Updated calculations, based on current market prices,
demonstrate that a variable 26p to 30p duty derogation, linked to theworld price of vegetable oil, representing
an extra 6p to 10p oV the existing rate, would allow large scale production to take place.

The current duty derogation is based on an estimated project life time of five years, taking into account the
timescale for the implementation of the European directive on the promotion of biofuels. Our rate between
26p and 30p is based on a project life time of 10 years, which would allow industry to recoup its costs. These
calculations take into account the costs of all inputs across the production chain, and would stimulate
production of approximately 300,000 to 400,000 tonnes a year.

We note that HM Treasury has promised to review the production cost of biodiesel on an annual basis,
and take the conclusions of its reports into account when making future judgements on duty rates. Given the
shifts in production and substitute costs that have occurred in the last two years, Cargill would welcome an
early indication that the Government intends to reduce the duty rate on biodiesel to between 15.82p and
19.82p per litre in Budget 2003, representing a derogation of between 26p and 30p per litre.

Conclusion

Cargill calls on the Treasury to take further action to encourage the production and consumption of
biodiesel in the United Kingdom by linking the duty rate to the world price of vegetable oil, and reducing it
to between 15.82p and 19.82p per litre.

This would place biodiesel andUltra Low SulphurDiesel on a level playing field, and would allow biodiesel
to make a strong contribution to the UK’s targets for greenhouse gas emissions under the Kyoto Protocol.
A new rate would also encourage further diversification in the agricultural industry, as foreseen by the Policy
Commission on Food and Farming.

We realise that duty rate decisions will not take eVect until the 2003 Budget. However, the Treasury should
signal its intentions to reduce the duty rate at the earliest possible opportunity to allow suitable energy crops
to be commissioned, and to give industry the required impetus to start production in earnest. The necessary
applications for state aid clearance and derogation under the EC Mineral Oils Directive should also be
completed as soon as possible.

Cargill PLC

October 2002

Annex 1

DUTY RATE CALCULATION

Government estimate Cargill calculation
(GBP/litre) (GBP/litre)

Production cost of biodiesel 0.3539 0.4150
Production cost ! consumption penalty 0.3751 0.4461
Pre-tax price of fossil diesel 0.1780 0.1468
Real production price diVerential 0.1971 0.2993
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APPENDIX 5

Memorandum from Renew Trust

Changes to Landfill Tax Credit Scheme Threaten Renew

Renew Trust

Renew Trust is a not-for-profit organisation which refurbishes white goods donated by Comet plc and
others, so reducing the amount of waste going to landfill. Currently we are diverting 3,500 tonnes of domestic
electrical waste away from landfill each year.

Renew provides reasonably priced electrical equipment for those on low incomes, often provided in a
package for those setting up home combining a cooker, fridge and a washing machine. Renew also provides
meaningful training and employment opportunities to people in the servicing and refurbishment of electrical
equipment. The projects are based around Comet’s distribution depots and currently operate in Gateshead
(currently training 25 long-term unemployed people) and Leeds (where it works with Remploy to train 22
people with disabilities). We have advanced plans to extend the projects to other Comet distribution points
in Plymouth, West Bromwich, Chorley, Chepstow, Barking & Dagenham, Birkenhead, Nottingham,
Woolwich and Eastleigh.

By the end of 2004, we had hoped to provide training places for 600 unemployed and disabled people that
would underpin full-time employment for more than 150 around the country. The programme would have
been reprocessing 488,000 white goods pa with around 20% being refurbished for sales to the community,
housing associations and social services.

Proposed changes to the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme (LTCS)

Renew has received money under the LTCS. So far it has earmarked £260,000, and has been promised £1.4
million overall up until the end of March 2004. There are currently a number of categories of organisations
that can receive money under this scheme. Renew falls under the following category (under the Landfill Tax
Regulations S.I. 1996/1527):

“(cc) for the purpose of encouraging the development of products from waste or the development of
markets for recycled waste—(i) research and development; (ii) education; or (iii) collection and dissemination
of information about the development of products from waste or the development of markets for recycled
waste.”

The amount distributed through the LTCS to qualifying organisations is around £150 million. ln the Pre-
Budget Report (Nov 2002, Cm 5664), the Government announced some changes to the scheme. From 1April
2003, approximately one third of this money—£47 million—will continue to go the qualifying organisations.
The remainder—£100 million—will pass to the public spending programme to encourage sustainable waste
management. The type of spending will broadly be determined by the government’s waste policy.

As yet, the Government has not published the details of the changes to the criteria of qualifying
organisations, but an announcement is expected early in the New Year. We understand that these changes
will be implemented by regulation before the end of March 2003.

The problems with the Government’s proposals

Whilst we do not deny that the scheme could be improved, we do believe that it plays a vital role in
encouraging innovative and imaginative schemes that ultimately help achieve the Government’s targets of
reducing waste. We also found that SITA Environmental Trust scrutinised the application for funding very
carefully both in terms of actual realisable outcomes and financial probity.

The Scheme also helps the Government develop the voluntary sector’s role in waste minimisation thereby
contributing to their role in pursuing the Neighbourhood Renewal agenda. Using the voluntary sector for
waste minimisation projects is an eYcient and cost eVective way of spending money.

— Renew will no longer qualify for funding: We understand that the Treasury proposes to amend the
regulations specifying the types of organisations that can receive funding by deleting category (cc)
(see above). This means that Renew may no longer meet the criteria.

— Timescale: We had understood for some time that the Government was planning to reassess the
LTCS with a view to making changes in April 2004. On that basis, we had been promised £1.4
million to spend in the period up until then. This would have enabled Renew to pump-prime 15 new
Renew projects in locations around the country, employing 150 and training 600 people. Clearly,
if the changes are due to take place a year earlier, in April 2003, Renew will lose up to three quarters
of this funding which will have serious implications for its work.

— IneYcient use of LTCS money: The proposed changes will result in two thirds of the LTCS “pot”
going to public funding. Currently LTCS funding is categorised as private, so releasing other forms
of public funding which require “matching” with private funds. By putting this amount into the
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public ‘pot’ instead, it cannot release anything like as much money for other waste minimisation
projects. Therefore the overall eVect of withdrawing LTCS will be to reduce the amount of money
devoted to waste reduction and recycling. The first Renew project in Gateshead managed to secure
£460,000 of public money from four diVerent funders. Moreover, none of these funders would
release their portion until £70,000 from the LTCS became available and it was this money that
unlocked the £460,000.

Overall, if the Renew programme is able to proceed as illustrated above it will levered in more than £10
million in public and other private cash.

— Consultation: Whilst the Government carried out a consultation on a range of options for changes
to the LTCS last year, we have not had the opportunity to comment on these proposals which are
radical and abrupt. By taking eVect within months of announcement there is a severe danger that
many groups will be stranded.

Recommendations:

1. It should delay the start of the proposed changes until April 2004 so that Renew can receive the money
it was promised and that it can readjust its plans to take account of the changes.

2. The Government should reassess the categories of organisations that can receive funding under the
LTCS to ensure that organisations that make a significant contribution to minimising waste and meeting the
governments targets—whether it be refurbishing, recycling or reducing—can benefit. This should be in line
with the Government’s targets under the Landfill Directive.

3. The Government should conduct a consultation exercise on the details of these proposals before
implementing them.

December 2002

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum from the Quarry Products Association (QPA)

Summary

— TheTreasuryReview “Tax and the Environment: using economic instruments” sets out policies and
principles to be used in the development of environmental taxes. The process leading to the
implementation of the aggregates levy provides a case history to assess the practical application of
these polices and principles.

— Following the introduction of the aggregates tax concept in 1997, through the consideration of the
QPA’s alternative proposals, to the decision to introduce a tax announced in March 2000,
Government did not identify criteria to be used in assessing the most appropriate policy option.

— The research basis for the aggregates tax was a contingent valuation analysis to derive monetary
values for the negative environmental impacts of aggregates. The QPA raised significant concerns
about the conduct and interpretation of this research which the Treasury/DETR failed to respond
to. The Treasury Review continues to repeat misleading interpretation of this research.

— During the process of aggregates tax/levy policy development, the QPA submitted to Government
the results of two research projects commissioned by the QPA from eminent environmental
consultancies. Both research projects examined the likely environmental impact and eYciency of
aggregates taxation, and concluded that aggregates taxation would be a highly ineYcient policy
option. The lack of Government criteria for assessing policy options was also highlighted in the
research. Government took little account of this research, while remaining uncritical of its
contingent valuation research. At best this demonstrated a lack of openness and objectivity in policy
analysis. At worst it suggests that the outcome of policy assessment was pre-determined in favour
of a taxation option.

— Following the implementation of the aggregates tax in April 2002, based upon the policy decision
announced in March 2000, Government has yet to announce any criteria, benchmarks, or targets
with which to assess the environmental impact of the aggregates levy.

— The recent results of ODPM–commissioned research into the use of recycled and secondary
aggregates has confirmed that the historic (and pre- aggregates levy) use of these materials has risen
much more rapidly than previously recognised by Government. The scope for further marginal
increases in the use of these materials is very limited relative to existing utilisation and the overall
size of the UK aggregates market. Hence the aggregates levy is demonstrably not a cost-eVective
means of generating further recycling in the sector.

— The experience of the policy development and implementation of the aggregates levy has highlighted
basic shortcomings in the process, the most apparent being a consistent inability or unwillingness
on the part of Government to identify in any detail the purpose and expectations of the levy/tax.
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Government continues to rely on very general and unsubstantiated statements about environmental
impacts to justify the aggregates levy.

— There is little evidence that the basic policies and principles for the development and implementation
of environmental taxes set out in the Treasury Review have been followed in respect of the
aggregates levy.

Introduction

1. The Quarry Products Association (QPA) is the major trade association representing the UK quarrying
industry.

2. QPA members include major national and international quarry companies, and many small and
medium sized businesses significant in regional and local markets. QPA members account for 90% of the
output of aggregates in theUK. The scope of QPAmembership includes supply of crushed rock and sand and
gravel aggregates—both land won andmarine dredged—recycled aggregates, asphalt, ready-mixed concrete,
lime, mortar and silica sand.

3. The QPA evidence will focus on the aggregates levy, and issues associated with the development and
implementation of the levy. The prospect of an aggregates tax or levy was introduced in the July 1997 Budget,
the levy was announced in the March 2000 Budget and implemented in April 2002, therefore providing an
appropriate case history to test the policies and principles set out in the Pre-Budget Report and associated
review, “Tax and the environment: using economic instruments”.

4. The Treasury review sets out a process of policy consideration and development, and the principles
associated with this process. The development and implementation of the aggregates levy, however, raises
serious doubts as to the credence that can be given to the review. These issues are detailed under the following
two headings:

— Environmental Tax—Policy development

— Environmental Tax—Policy implementation

Environmental Tax—policy development

5. The Treasury Review defines the process of policy development as follows (paragraphs 24 to 29).

— First, the Government will identify the environmental policy objective.

— Second, the Government will assess the rationale for becoming involved in helping to achieve the
objectives.

— Third, the Government will evaluate the benefits and costs of intervention.

— Fourth, the Government will determine the most eYcient instruments for achieving the objectives.

— Finally, the Government will take forward the process of policy development and implementation.

6. The July 1997 Budget, in raising the possibility of an aggregates tax, identified environmental costs
associated with the extraction of aggregates and other quarrying as “impacts on landscape, on local residents
and eVects of noise and dust” (1997 Financial Statement and Budget Report para 2.22). These impacts were
again listed and extended in the November 1998 Pre-Budget Report, which described the environmental
impacts of the potential aggregates tax as “possible reduction in noise, dust, visual intrusion, damage to
wildlife habitats and other environmental impacts” (November 1998 Pre Budget Report Table 5.1).

7. The other principal rationale for an aggregates tax was articulated by Treasury Financial Secretary
Stephen Timms MP in evidence to the Environmental Audit Committee in January 2000.

332 So what is the point of a tax?
(Mr Timms) A tax would be a very direct incentive for increasing recycling

333 So you would see the object of a tax as improving recycling rather than
reducing demand directly?

(Mr Timms) I think both of these would be eVects of a tax, but I suspect that increasing the
use of recycled and secondary materials would be the larger of them, given that
there is only limited scope for varying the amount of aggregates used or
equivalents.

(Minutes of evidence to EACTuesday 18 January 2000—witness Stephen TimmsMP, Financial Secretary,
Treasury).

8. In general terms, therefore, Government identified the major potential impacts of aggregates tax/levy
policy as:

(i) The reduction in environmental impacts of quarrying, notably noise, dust, visual intrusion, damage
to wildlife and other (unspecified) impacts.
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(ii) Increasing the use of recycled materials in aggregates markets.

9. However, at no time leading up to the implementation of the aggregates levy did Government attempt
to detail or quantify these general policy objectives. This failure to identify policy objectives created real
problems in the discussions between the QPA and Government relating to the environmental package
proposed by the QPA as an alternative to an aggregates tax. The QPA proposal was eventually rejected by
Government as inadequate, but in over 12months of discussions theQPAwas never advised as to what would
constitute an “adequate” proposal.

10. In addition to the details of the environmental package, the QPA commissioned two independent
reports on the environmental eYciency of aggregates taxation. These reports concluded:

Conclusion

In conclusion, the positive environmental eVects associated with an aggregates tax seem to be rather
limited. The taxwould oVer no incentive to producers to reduce the environmental impact of their operations.
The only impact of the tax would be to reduce demand (which seems relatively price inelastic), and yet the
linkage between output and the external costs associated with aggregates supply may be rather weak.
Furthermore, the environmental impact of a change in demand depends both on the way in which the (more
or less) marginal reduction in output occurs, and on the way in which these changes are reflected in changes
in external costs.

In terms of its potential for encouraging recycling of construction wastes, the eVect is unlikely to be strong
unless the diVerential between a tax on primary sources and recycled materials is set at a very high level. It
would be better to address (though administratively diYcult since this would require valuable Parliamentary
time) the primary legislation which allows those handling construction wastes to employ them for somewhat
superfluous purposes which are exempt from waste management licensing.

There would appear to be alternative ways of addressing, within the planning system, both the issue of
demand and the environmental impacts of aggregates supply. As mentioned above, there are also better ways
of encouraging re-use of constructionwastes. The case for an aggregates tax is therefore highly questionable.”

Source: Environmental EVectiveness of a tax on the supply of aggregates—Ecotec Research and
Consulting Ltd 1998.

“We conclude that an aggregates tax is an extremely ineYcient way to try and secure an environmental
target: (a) because the demand is inelastic and (b) because the tax is a products tax rather than an externality
tax. This suggests that a package of measures directly targeted at the environmental impacts will be more
eVective than an aggregates tax.”

Source: The Economic Benefits of Environmental Awareness and Training Programmes in theAggregates
Industry—Professor David Pearce/EFTEC Ltd 1999.

11. These two reports, both produced by individuals and organisations with considerable experience and
reputations in the field of environmental economics, highlighted very significant concerns about the
environmental eYciency of aggregates taxation, and the lack of clarity of Government policy objectives.

12. The QPA commissioned the research and submitted it to Government because of our concerns that
Government had produced no assessment of the potential environmental eVective of aggregates taxation, yet
was clearly moving in that policy direction. We were therefore extremely disappointed that there was never
any response from Government on the two research projects, nor any apparent wish to discuss the
research findings.

13. In contrast, the Treasury Review identifies only one research process used in the development of the
aggregates levy. This is set out in Box 5.1 of the Treasury Review, and refers to contingent valuation (CV)
work commissioned by the (then) DETR to calculate a monetary valuation of the environmental impacts of
aggregates supply. Box 5.1 is not, however, an objective assessment of that research. The annex to this
evidence is a detailed QPA assessment of the contingent valuation research which highlights significant
concerns about the conduct of the research and the interpretation of the results.

14. Not least of these concerns is the persistently erroneous claim repeated in Box 5.1 that the CV analysis
produced an average external cost of aggregates supply of £1.80 per tonne, and the Government “set the rate
of aggregates levy at a more cautious £1.60 per tonne.”

15. In reality, theCV research results (TheEnvironmental Cost andBenefits of the Supply of Aggregates—
London Economics—May 1999, Page 3, Table1) identifies an environmental cost equivalent to £1.33 per
tonne, and not £1.80 per tonne. The annex to this memo details this and other concerns.

16. The purpose of these observations about the questionable weight and faith accorded by Government
to the DETR research on external costs, and the lack of interest in significant independent research
commissioned by the QPA, is not to whinge about events which have now passed us by, but to highlight the
reality of policy development in respect of the aggregates levy. This reality was neither as objective nor
rational as the process described in the Treasury Review.
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Environmental Tax—Policy Implementation.

17. We would like to highlight two issues, again based upon the practical experience of aggregates tax
implementation.

18. First, the Treasury Review emphasises that a policy decision is followed by “further consultation on
the design of measures . . .” (para 2.9). Following the introduction of the aggregates tax legislation in the 2002
Finance Bill, there were long discussions between the industry and Customs and Excise leading up to the tax
implementation in April 2002. The industry welcomed the process, which succeeded in making the tax
implementation more consistent and workable. However, such consultation–while welcome–cannot disguise
the fact that the aggregates levy legislation is extremely complex. To put this in context, the legislation
introduces a tax for crushed rock and sand and gravel. It then identifies four potential tax points, sets out a
range of materials which are exempt from the levy, lists 19 minerals which are not subject to the levy, and
also lists 45 uses of aggregates minerals which are entitled to tax relief.

19. The assimilation of this legislation into company systems and commercial relationships with
customers, including the detailed discussions and monitoring requirements on a site by site basis with
Customs and Excise oYcials, has added another significant tier of bureaucracy and regulation into the
business. This burden of administering and collecting the new levy has been added to business when there is
little indication that the levy is having any significant environmental benefit. No amount of “consultation”
or “stakeholder dialogue” has altered this fundamental ineYciency.

20. Second, and the key outstanding issue, there are in place no criteria, no benchmarks, and no targets
with which to make any environmental assessment of the impact of the aggregates levy.

21. In the 2002 Pre Budget Report the environmental impacts of the introduction of the aggregates levy
were listed as (table 7.2):

— Reductions in noise and vibration

— Reductions in dust and other emission to air

— Reductions in visual intrusion

— Reductions in loss of amenity

— Reductions in damage to wildlife habitats.

22. The Pre-Budget Report also (para 7.72) states that the levy “promotes greater eYciency in the use of
virgin aggregate and the development of alternative materials. . .”

23. With regard to the environmental benefits listed in table 7.2, there is no attempt to quantify (even
approximately) the levy eVect on these impacts. The rationale appears to be that the levy will reduce demand
for virgin aggregates, with a corresponding reduction in the environmental impacts.

24. However, as identified in the research results of Ecotec and Pearce/EFTEC, this is a very weak
relationship. This weak relationship between aggregates output and environmental impacts/external costs is
described by Pearce/EFTEC as follows:

But the fact that the “product” is taxed rather than the externality, has formidable implications for the
eVectiveness of the tax. For it means that the industry has no incentive to reduce the environmental impact
of each tonne of aggregates. Were it to do so, it would reduce the environmental impact, but it would not
reduce its tax burden. The only way a product tax helps is by reducing the quantity of the product and, as we
have seen above, this will not happen on any significant scale because of the inelasticity of demand for
aggregates. This feature of product taxes for environmental control is well known9. Environmental taxes
should, as far as possible, always be targeted at the externality itself, not the product embodying the
externality10.

Source: Para 2.5 The Economic Benefits of Environmental Awareness and Training Programmes in the
Aggregates Industry–Pearce/EFTEC 1999.

25. Since the decision to introduce the aggregates levy in the March 2000 Budget, Government has had
nearly three years to define inmore detail the actual impacts of aggregates supply, and the diVerences the levy
will make to these impacts, but it has failed to do so.

26. To use one issue as an illustration, the Treasury claims that the levy will reduce “damage to wildlife
habitats.” To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no available assessment of the impacts of
aggregates supply on wildlife habitats. Aggregates extraction has the potential to damage habitats, although
this will be very much a site-specific issue. On the positive side, the restoration and afteruse of quarries will
often produce habitats which are more valuable to wildlife than the pre-quarry landscapes. English Nature,
for example, estimates that over 700 current Sites of Special Scientific Interest have their origin in quarry and
mineral workings.

27. An assessment of the net eVect of quarrying activities on wildlife habitats requires a whole life analysis
of the quarrying cycle, from extraction through to afteruse. We believe such an analysis would be as likely to
demonstrate a net benefit in terms of wildlife habitats as a net loss.
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28. Therefore, in spite of the assertion made in the Treasury Review, the Treasury has produced no
evidence of the net impact of quarrying on wildlife habitats, nor the extent to which the levy will improve
these impacts.

29. The other major justification for the aggregates levy—to increase the use of recycled materials in the
sector—is easier to quantify.

30. Once again, neither the Pre-Budget Report nor any related documentation has included any targets
for the impact of the levy on increasing recycling. However, speaking in a Westminster Hall debate on
aggregates tax on 13 March 2002, Treasury Financial Secretary Panel Boateng MP said:

“The Department of Transport, Local Government and the Regions estimates that 10 million
tonnes of construction waste could be recycled . . .”

This is the nearest the Treasury has come to identifying a recycling target for the tax.

31. Assessing the scope for the use of recycled materials has since been clarified by the publication in
November 2002 of two reports commissioned by the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister.

— Survey of Arisings and Use of Construction and Demolition waste in England and Wales in 2001.

— Survey of Arisings and Use of Secondary Materials as Aggregates in England and Wales in 2001.

The construction and demolition waste survey concludes that “38.02 million tonnes of hard C and D and
excavation waste was recycled as aggregates,” and that a further 2.68 million tonnes of C and D waste had
“varying potential for recycling as aggregates.” The survey results related to England and Wales.

32. These results indicated that the level of recycling of construction and demolition waste in aggregates
markets is significantly higher than previously assumed, and the scope for further recycling relatively low.

33. This relatively high level of recycling in the sector is confirmed in the Mineral Planning consultation
paper issued by the ODPM in August 2002 “Consultation Paper—Draft National and Regional Guidelines
for Aggregates Provision in England 2001–2016.” Paragraph A15 of the consultation paper reads:

“The available evidence suggests that there has been a rapid increase in the use of C and D waste
(construction and demolition waste) since 1990. This means that most of the C and D waste that
is easy to recycle is now being recycled and therefore it is likely to become progressively more
diYcult to increase the use of C and D waste further. While there is potential for increased supply
from some mineral wastes, a number of other sources of alternatives to primary aggregates are
decreasing as a result of industrial changes.”

This recorded increase in recycling pre-dates the introduction of the aggregates levy.

34. In general terms the latest information on recycling, if extrapolated to the UK as a whole, indicates
the following market breakdown:

UK Demand for Aggregates (2001) million tonnes

Primary aggregates 240 MT
Recycled/Secondary Aggregates 60 MT
Total Market 300 MT

The evidence suggests that most recycling is now taking place, and that the potential for further increase
is no more than 10mt, increasing the UK use of recycled/secondary aggregates from c. 60mt to c. 70mt pa.

35. If the main purpose of the aggregates levy is—as indicated by Stephen Timms MP when Financial
Secretary–to increase recycling, the scope for further increase would appear to be up to 10mt pa.

36. The aggregates levy, at £1.60 per tonne, will increase the annual cost of supply of aggregates in the UK
by c. £460 million pa. (this assumes that the cost of both primary and recycled aggregates will increase by
£1.60 per tonne on average, and taking into account the partial and diminishing aggregates levy derogation
for specified products in N. Ireland).

37. Consequently each additional marginal tonne of recycled aggregates supplied as a result of the levy
will, in eVect, receive an average aggregate levy subsidy of £46 per tonne (£460 million divided by 10 million
tonnes). The average ex works selling price of aggregates is around £7.00 per tonne—subject to significant
product and geographical variations.

38. Bearing in mind that there are environmental costs and issues associated with the supply of recycled
as well as primary aggregates, we would question if the levy represents an environmentally or economically
eVective means of encouraging a relatively small marginal increase in recycling in the sector. There is no
evidence that such assessments have been made by the Treasury or elsewhere in Government.

December 2002
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APPENDIX 7

Memorandum from the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

1. The RSPB works for the conservation of wild birds and their environment. We are Europe’s largest
wildlife conservation charity with over one million members. The RSPB was involved in the HM Treasury’s
consultations during 2002 that developed the “Tax and Environment” document.

2. The Chancellor used the Pre-Budget Report to aYrm his commitment to using the tax system to protect
the environment. The RSPB welcomes his leadership on this issue. We consider that the Treasury’s
Environmental Tax and Spending Strategy should send clear signals that the Government is committed to
using taxes to make the polluter pay for costs to health and the environment. This can help the United
Kingdom to gain competitive advantage in the technologies of the future.

3. The RSPB believes that green taxes can address market failure, (incorporating externality costs,
inadequate property rights and information lapses), to achieve environmental goals at lowest cost and highest
eYciency, particularly over the longer term. We are pleased that Defra’s Biodiveristy Strategy for England
supports the principle of ecological tax reform and measures that will “give the right market signals”.

4. The RSPB welcomes the government’s commitment to lengthy consultation with stakeholders before
and during implementation of green taxes and other environmental policies, particularly with respect to
revenue substitution and direction. We believe there needs to be more recognition that environmental issues
may have to be viewed in a wider context than that provided by short-term cost-benefit analysis.

5. Aviation Taxes

5.1 The RSPB is concerned that the economic and social benefits of aviation are oVset by adverse
environmental impacts, chiefly because airports and related infrastructure destroy valuable natural habitats
and because aircraft noise and chemical emissions damage local and global environments. The air travel
market is not mature and demand remains highly responsive to price and other signals. Forecasts of market
growth are vulnerable to wide variation, according to the assumptions made about economic growth, interest
rates and other market factors. Accordingly, there is scope for unambiguous price or other policy signals,
delivered in order to “internalise” environmental impact losses, to have a significant eVect on final demand.

5.2 Unlike other transport sectors, aviation is relatively free of tax: aviation fuel is duty free, air travel does
not attract sales/VAT taxes and airport dues are low. Aviation, therefore, has advantages that other sectors
do not have, which may bias resource allocation in its favour. The RSPB believes economic instruments that
change the relative cost of air transport with respect to other transport systems and other goods and services
could be eVective in providing a more sustainable growth path for the industry: one that addresses issues of
sustainability by managing demand growth and providing incentives to limit environmental damage. The
Pre-Budget report made no move in this direction.

6. Agricultural Taxes

6.1 DEFRA’s “Strategy for Sustainable Food and Farming” (December 2002) lacks any hard tools
through which to deliver its objectives. The strategy casts a nod in the direction of the polluter pays principle,
but the strategy’s only mention of economic instruments is to “consult next year on possible policy measures
(to control diVuse water pollution)”. The plan fails to set out ways to get the industry up to the right standards
and keep it there. Economic instruments must play an integral role if this strategy is to be achieved.

6.2 The role of economic instruments in agriculture has been limited in the past, mainly to the provision
of incentives for agri-environment schemes. The time has come for taxation or regulations to be used onmajor
environmental problems such as diVuse pollution, especially where they are the most eVective options in
problem catchments. The RSPB would like to see the Government build on existing initiatives to develop a
comprehensive strategy to reduce the environmental impacts of pesticides and diVuse agricultural pollution,
including exploring voluntary, regulatory, fiscal and reward-based instruments.

7. Landfill Tax and Biodiversity Funding

7.1 Direct funding of nature conservation is one of the essential ways through which wildlife is protected
in the United Kingdom. Current funding levels are insuYcient to deliver the UK Government’s nature
conservation obligation.

7.2 The RSPB has concerns over policy changes to the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme proposed in the Pre-
Budget Report:

— Capping the monies in the “community” aspect of the Scheme at 2002 levels will inevitably result
in a net loss of funding for community environmental and conservation projects over time.

— A revised community environmental project Scheme should remain private, to allowmatch funding
of public funds.
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The ending of present Landfill Tax Credit Scheme arrangements from April 2003 leaves great uncertainty
over the future of valuable long-term projects dependent upon Landfill Tax Credit Scheme funding that run
beyond that time.

7.3 Moreover, small shifts in Government policies, for example on the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme,
Aggregates Tax and Heritage Lottery Fund, can have significant consequences for biodiversity funding. The
RSPBurges theGovernment to ensure a sustainable financial regime for biodiversity delivery in theUKwhen
altering these policies.

January 2003
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